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Fulton Jaycees To Raise Funds WFUL
a
For Needy Over MIL Dec. 21
AM and FM

Christmas in America has always witnessed remarkable generosity on the part of both individuals and groups, for there
Is something about the season
which makes it almost impossible
to feel at peace without helping
others. Not only did Christ say,
"Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself,"
but it is against man's higher
nature to feast while others go
hungry, or to be joyful while
others despair.
Christmas is no time to be
hungry, and with this in mind, the
Jaycees are among the top supporters across the country of
drives to provide food baskets for
the poor who are unable to provide for themselves. The Fulton
Junior Chamber of Commrce is
no exception. They have in fact
put forth much effort in the past
two years on the food basket project and consider it a priviledge to
put many hours of hard work on
a task which provides so much
self satisfaction to the club and to
the people who donate money to
finance the project. Everyone in
Fulton will be given an opportunity to do their share in making
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From the looks of preparations
being made hereabouts it looks
like Fulton County and vicinity
will well represented at the impressive inauguation ceremonies
of Judge Bert Combs and Wilson
Wyatt in Frankfort next Tuesday.
The added interest of having the
Fulton County High School ban
lead the First District in the inaugural parade will have a greater
Fulton County audience on hand
for the ceremonies than normally
would have attended. And that
makes us all happy, I am sure.
There are thousands of Kentuckians like me for whom the inauguration will have more than
passing interest. To me it will be
the culmination of many long and
hard months of work In the campaign activities of bolb of these
fine men. To others it will mean
the hope of an eltkient and re., spectable adrninhitritkin. whose
ultimate results will bring progress and industry to Kentucky.
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From the looks of the inauguration program it seems to me that
every possible program of interest
will be crowded into one gala day.
As I look at the schedule arranged
for the persons who will take an
official participatio6 in the program it makes me tired before I
ever start. But I've had hard
schedules before and I imagine I
will have again.
There are many sentimental aspects of the inauguration that will
Interest you and me from a standpoint of Fulton County. Besides
having the band from our county
in a key and honored position in
the parade, there will be an occasion that I know all of you will
wish you could see. For instance,
Doris Owens, one of Kentucky's
finest ladies, will of course be in
the official receiving line along
with other members of the official
family. And standing with her in
that line will be her brother. Al
T. Owens of Fulton, receiving the
hand-shake and the good wishes
of thousands of Kentuckians, on
behalf or his sister, who has certainly made an enviable spot in
the memory and history of Kentucky politics. It will be a proud
moment for Al and it should be.
Radio Station WFUL will carry
most of the inaugural activities.
Ashland Oil Company will present•state-wide network on WFUL at nine A. M. on inauguration
day. The broadcast will start with
the colorful parade, which bids
well to last from two to three
hours. WFUL will cut away from
the network periodically to take
care of the sponsors scheduled for
that day. The swearing-in ceremonies will be carried at 1 p. m.
and then the station will carry
the Governor's first press conference. I am delighted that WFUL arranged to carry the statewide activities because it will
mean that I will know that you
have a ring side seat at the inaugural activities that some of us
will be attending.
I feel a real sense of humility
and honor at being able to take a
key part in the inauguration. I
consider all of these wonderful
people who will serve you for the
next four years as my close, personal friends and I know they will
be yours, too.
Continued on Page Seven

the Christmas Charity program a
success this year as in the past.
Plans are now in the making to
hold a radio marathon on Fulton
station W7'UL on December 21st.
The Jaycees have purchased the
radio station for the entire day for
the purpose of accepting live wire
phone calls from local citizens
who wish to phone in their donations ind have picked up by the
Jaycees and Jaycettes. For anyone who may wish to contribute
but will not be available on that
date may mail contributions to:
Fulton Jaycees; P. 0. Box 211;
Fulton, Kentucky.
This is the only fund raising
campaign that will be held in Fulton this year for the single purpose of distributing Christmas
food baskets for the needy. The
Jaycees will not use raffles and
other methods this year as in the
past, so it is hoped that as many
people as necessary to raise the
large sum needed will participate
in this single program.
Although the names of persons
making donations will appear in
the local papers, the amount of
the donation will not be listed, so
won't you be one of the first to
db your part - or remember to set
aside an amount you can afford to
be phoned in on December 21st?
You will enjoy your Christmas
more when you know you have
helped someone else to have a
Merry Christmas.
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City Of Fallon Has Had Less Big
Fires This Year Than In '58
The Fulton Fire Department has
had a better year, so far, with
less big fires than that of last
year, according to Fire Chief
Nemo Williams.
In 1958 the Fulton Fire Department answered 78 calls in and
outside of the city, and up until
now, in 1959, they have answered
82 calls, but many of these have
been grass or other minor fires.
From January through April of
this year, the fire department answered 45 grass fires, four false
alarms, six auto and truck fires,
three calls for the I. C. Railroad,
including a load of cotton on fire
and one diesel engine fire. Two
calls were to electrical fires, when
trees caught fire, and most of the.
other calls were minor fires, such
as grease fires on stoves.
The three big fires of the year
were in January, when the home
of Mr. and Mn. Pete Green was
badly damaged, and when the
Barney Yates home and the Pipe-

CHIEF NMIII0 WILLIAMS
line Service Station in Highlands
were destroyed by fire.
CONTINUED
In the suit Thursday at Hickman to oust Bearl Darnell as
Superintendent of Fulton County
School and to declare J. C. McClellan as superintendent, Circuit Judge Elvis Stahr gave until
Dec. 31 to file a response.

pate in the state-wide contest,
conducted at Frankfort, and the
state winner will enter the national elimination.
The sole purpose of the Outstanding Young Farmer project is
to build better relations between
the city dweller and the farmer
by increasing urban understanding of the farmer, his life and
his problems. The contest is being
The outstanding young farmer selected in this area will partici- conducted in other towns where
there are Jaycee organizations.
The project is basically a public appeal for nominations of
young farmers who are making
exceptional career progress, who
are practicing good soil and natural resource conservation and
who unselfishly devote time to a
Services,for Mrs C. L. Gardresponsible and contributing role
ner, owner of Gardner's Photoin community affairs and bettergraphic Studio here, were held
ment.
Saturday it 209 la the Firs*
t,
Metnntlist Church here. The Rev.
Aside from the honor and
J. L. Leggett officiated. Burial
recognition bestowed on outwas in Wesley CTrnetorT with
standing nominees, many awards
Wham' Funeral Home in charge.
Continued on Page Seven
Mrs, Gardner, who was 69, was
found dead at her borne here
Thursday night about 6. Death
was attributed to natural muses.
She was born neer Hickman,
Ky., and formerly lived near
Harris station, Tenn and AmaVerbal Puckett, owner of the
rillo, Texas,-before moving here
Ace Cab Co., located on Depot
in 1912. Her husband who died
Street, was fined $100.00 and cost
several years ago, began the
in Fulton city court Monday
photographic business and later
morning, on a charge of boottaught Mrs. Gardner.
They formerly owned a studio several years as president of the legging.
Mr. Puckett was arrested Sunin Union City, Tenn., also and Susanna Wesley Sunday School
day after Police Chief Roy Nethwere noted for photographing class.
ery, Assistant Chief Hassell Wilhigh school seniors throughout
She leaves two daughters, Mrs. liams and Patrolman Cam'Page,
Western Kentucky and
West
Carbilene Bolin of Fulton and had searched the cab company
Tennessee.
Mrs. Gardner was a member of Mrs. Lorene Harding of Mem- office with a search warrant, and
the First Methodist Church here phis; a brother, Henry Paschall found three half-pints of whiskey.
and the Woman's Society of of Chicago; five grandchildren The search was made about 9:30
a.m. Sunday,
Christian Service. She served and six great-grandchildren.

WILSON WYATT

Mrs. C. L. Gardner, Owner Of
Gardner Studio„ Dies Thursday

Puckett Fined
For Bootlegging

IIIRT COMB"

C. J. (Squire) Bowers, Former
Magistrate„ Is Laid To Rest
C. J. (Squire) Bowers, 88,
Magistrate of the First District for
25 years, died at his home, 308
Fourth street, following a month's
illness Friday. He fractured his
hip in a fall on November 2, and
had been seriously ill since that
time.
He was born August 25, 1871 in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son
of the late Athy and Carolyn Abbington Bowers. He was first
married to Ada Bowder, who died
early in life and later, in 1898,
married Miss Mary Guerrant, who
survives.
Besides his wife, he leaves eight
children—Mrs. Carrie Crowe of

Mrs. Ethel Byrd To Be 105-Years-Old December19
her birthday, unless her health Church at Mayfield, although she
improves some. She eats and has been living in Fulton with her
sleeps well, her daughter said.
.daughter here for 21 years. As
long as she was able she attended
This reporter has chatted on
the First Baptist Church here.
many occasions with Mrs. Byrd

After their marriage they lived
In the country four or five years
In Marshall County, then lived in
Mayfield until he died, when she
went to Paducah to live.

Mrs. Byrd was born in Nashville, Tenn. When she was small
her parents moved to a farm out
from Nashville and lived for a
while before they moved to Marshall County in Kentucky. When
she was 21 she married James W.
Byrd, who for many years was
caretaker of Mayfield city schools.
He died Aug. 11, 1932.

Asked once if she ever smoked.
Mrs. Byrd answered with a smile.
"No - - well, now I did smoke
once. The nurse told me to smoke
'Life-Ever-Lasting' for the toothache. It's good for the toothache,
and it smells so good when lighted. 'Life-Ever-Lasting' is a weed
with a white wooly flower on
top."

and it is always interesting to hear
her tell of those Civil War days.
Once she said. "I was scared of
the Yankees. When I saw one
coming, I would run and hide.
They really tore up things. It was
awful. Everybody was scared at
night."
She recalled listening to the
catmons go off by putting her ear
to the ground.
Although her father never
served in the army, her mother's
brother, Capt. Bill Dailey, served
the entire war on the Confederate
side and "came through without a
scratch." He is quite a hero to
Mrs. Byrd and she has several
pictures of him and his family in
unique little frames. She said he
rode from Paducah to Fulton on
the first train that ran over the
tracks, and when he got here he
was so sore he couldn't turt his
heal.
rs. Byrd contributes her long
life to religion and living right.
She doesn't hear well and she
suffers from asthma. On Nov. 23
she injured her arm in a fall.
Mrs. Byrd lives with her daughter. Mrs. S. L. Craver and Mr.
Craver, a retired Illinois Central
Railroadman.
She is a member of the Baptist

Number Forty-Eight

Final plans are being made today to have Fulton
County's High School band lead the First District in the
giant inaugural parade in Frankfort next Tuesday. Following a radio appeal over WFUL for funds to take the
band to Frankfort, generous and _interested Fulton
Countians Contributed nearly $600 in forty minutes
over the air last week. The donations were in denoininations of from two to twenty-five dollars. W. W. Ruscoe,
director of Fulton County High School's crack band
says that his band members are prepared and eager to
take their part in the honored position in the parade.

Th "Outstanding Young Farmer" contest is being
sponsored locally by the Fulton Junior Chamber of
Commerce, it was announced here this week.
Residents of the community will help in the selection by filling out the nomination blanks, appearing
elsewhere in today's issue of The News.
The blanks should be mailed to Harold Henderson
at the Fulton Bank.

By Oaten Jewell

Elsewhere in U8 MAIO

Generous Citizens Donate$600To Take
County Band To Inauguration Dec. 8

Outstanding Young Farmer Contest
To Be Sponsored Here By Jaycees

A tiny, kindly white-haired
lady, who remembers the horrors
of the Civil War, will celebrate
her 105th birthday here on Dec.
lo.
Sri is Mrs. Ethel Byrd.
Km. Byrd was small dining
the..days of the Civil War, but it
all I. still so clear. She and her
parents were living on •farm out
from Nashville then, and every
morning the Yankees would come
just at dawn, according to Mrs.
Byrd, who is Fulton's oldest citizen.
Mrs. Byrd has told many times
how the Yankees would tear
through the place, getting food
for themselves and corn for their
horses. When they left the yard
would be a mess. There would be
bushels of corn on the ground, and
they would leave big 'hunks' of
good meat lying around. "They
would go into the smokehouse and
take down our meat, cut out the
best portions and throw the rest
down. Father would keep our best
food hidden. They just riddled our
farm."
Mrs. Byrd is growing sort of
feeble these days but is still able
to sit up most of each day. Most
of the time she also makes up her
own bed.
Her daughter said this week
that Dr. D. L. Jones has stated
that Mrs. Byrd won't be able to
have her annual open house on

Yearly: trade area $11.1/11

SQUIRE BOWERS
Birmingham. Ala., Mrs. Odie Lee
of Rives. Joe Bowers. Charles
Bowers, John Bowers, Mrs. Lucy
Daniel, Mrs. Mary Collier of Fulton and Mrs. Irene McDade of
Grand Prairie, Texas, 21 grandchildren and several great grandchildren.
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church, and was one of
Fulton's best known citizens.
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m. Sunday in the Hornbeak
Funeral Chapel with Rev. J. L.
Leggett, pastor of the First Methodist Church officiating. Burial
was in Palestine Cemetery. Active
pallbearers were his grandsons.

Big Gas Line
Being Built
Through Section
A big gas line is being built
through this section of the country and at present there are approximately 250 out-of-town men
staving in Union City, Fulton and
Clinton.
The 30-inch gas line is being
laid by the Trunk Line Gas Company. The line started at Greenville, Miss. and is passing between Fulton and Union City.
Work crews have progressed as
MRS ETHEL BYRD, center, shown with her daughter and son-in- far as Clinton at the present time.
Pipe for the work is being unlaw, Mr. and Mil. S. L. Craver of 309 College St., Fulton.
loaded at Fulton by the railroad.

The old red rooster—A Democratic sort of bird—will reign in
Frankfort next Tuesday, crowing
with glee at the inauguration of
Governor-elect Bert T. Combs and
Lieutenant Governor-elect Wilson
W. Wyatt.
As usual, the townspeople of
Frankfort of all political faiths are
In complete charge of all arrangements. Local committees under direction of inauguration chairman
James H. Nutter, Jr.. are whipping
up a program designed to immortalize this one as the biggest and
best since Statehood in 1792.
Inauguration Day is, of course,
the day of days for Frankfort—
an undeclared holiday not only
for the State Government and its
employees, but for the rest of the
city as well.
Frankfort banks, required by
State law to at least open on December 8, will be kept open only
from 8:30 to 9:30 a. m. Frankfort
merchants will close their stories
from 10 a. rn. until 1 p. m, during
the time of the inaugural parade.
In view of the 100,000 or more
visitors that are expected for the
event, the Post Office Department
doubtless will have difficulty living up to its traditional slogan
that "the mails must go through."
Frankfort will be closed to all
Continued on Page Seven

Mayor, Council
Elected In
South Fulton
The residents of South Fulton
Tuesday in the general election
elected a new mayor and city
council. Those being elected were
unopposed.
Mayor Milton Cornice was returned to his office, which he has
held several
terms, receiving
a vote of 178.
The council
elected was Bobby Matthews
with 181 votes,
0. L. Bushart,
181. Bob McKnight. 178, Ed
Neeley, 176, M.
M. MaUock. 176,
and Henry Beth- Mr. Comets
el, 172.
Dudley Morris received three
write-in votes, and Randall Burcham, one vote, for the office of
Mayor.
In the council contest those receiving write-in votes were: Billy
Wright, one; Harvey Vick (colored), one; Gene Copeland. two;
Arthur Matheiay, one; Roy Adams,
one; and Billy Jones, two.
Matthews and Neely are members of the present council and
Bethel and Matlock have served
in the past

PLAIN TALE I
By BUI Hays
"I am of the same opinion as
that of the last speaker." The
chubby little man said, and rolled
his eyes away from the other men
at the table. His mind drifted
back to the locksmith shop. It was
an important meeting about finances and no one seemed to
know exactly what to do. The
little chubby man was the final
authority and it was his decision
to make. What he had unknowningly done was to consent to the
dismissal of the man who might
have saved the financial situation. Necker was dismissed from
office and the beginning's of the
turmoil that !rowed over into
revolution were added to. The
Continued on Page Seven

new AlUmin Center on the UK
campus.
Membership in the Century
Club represents alumni not only
from Kentucky, but from 18 other
states and the District of Columbia. The membership goal of 500
is expected to be reached by
spring of 1960.
Century Club members are entitled to purchase two season football tickets in the newly constructed theater-type seat section of
the the UK football stadium.
Persons interested in the Century Club and its purposes have
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Pigskin Exploits Of Charlie Forrest
A Thrilling Saga Of Accomplishment
Union City — Charlie Forrest,
the first Union City grid star to
be named to an All-State team in
22 years, is perhaps one of the
most explosive and colorful runners ever to don the purple and
gold uniform.
Although the Golden Tornadoes
were beaten once this year. Forrest made it one of the most
spectacular seasons ever. (Note:
Union City was beaten only by
Ripley and defeated, not beaten.
by Covington and Brownsville.)
Charlie, former Fulton boy, has
high and mighty company on the
Associated Press All-State team
sharing the honors with backs
Art Guepe Jr. of Nashville Ryan
Willy Bridwell of Kingsport and
Randy Robinett of Bristol. But, of
these backs, Charlie is the leading
ground gainer, (1,580 yards) and
holds the best yards per carry
average. 9.8. Yes, it's pretty fast
company and Charlie should be
right at home. The fact is that
Charlie had to be better than his
fellow All-State team members
for his team was not among the
top rated teams in the state. Only
four men in the state could be selected for the coveted backfield
positions and that means that a
lot of topnotch backs from the top
10 or 15 teams of the state had to
do without
It all boils down to the fact that
It is the highest possible honor a
Tennessee high school football
player can achieve.

one-man gang." We do not go
quite that far as, in all fairness.
Charlie had all kinds of support
this year, but he has proven himself to be a spectacular runner, a
superb kicker, a fine passer and,
if the occasion arose, he could
have probably sold the tickets as
well. But with all this, he could
not block for himself. He needed
help and he got it, one of his
major helpers being Lee Grasfeder who blocked superbly for
him all year.

Rats Cause
$2 Billion
Annual Loss

BUILDING A FALLOUT shelter does not have to
be an elaborate project. Darrell Karnes is adding
a protective coning and block wall to an ad coal
bin under his borne near Ithaca, Mick., to preffses
•simple but effective fallout shelter for less than
sse. civil Defense Director Robert Itassall. who

NEW

HOMELITE

is the oeuudy sheriff, looks seas Barnes is gifttimed on ihe oeustructies of his shelter by Lee A.
Keogh. dingier of the Office et Ctvil and Demme
Mobilisation. and Michigan's Gov. 0. MINNS WUMinas. They were Mewing rural oh* defense facilities Is Grano. County. kick.
110CD3i Moto)

FOR SALE
old brick home, 6 rooms
EN EAST FULTON, Close to town. Nice
this with a small
handle
and bath. Vacant and ready. We can
down payment.
close to Terry-NorIN EAST FULTON, on Cleveland Avenue.
outside Aorage. Has
lot.
large
man School. Two bedrooms. Extra
only $48.80 per
Payments
F. H. A. Loan that can be assumed.
month.
Fulton School,
ON 407 WILLIAMS STREET, close to South
Needs regarage.
lot,
large
Extra
three bedroom brick home.
down
small
with
loan
present
assume
decorating. Buyer can
Owner
ear.
attentive
an
with
offer
payment or listen to your
Is very weak!
bedroom
ON FORRICSTDALE AVENUE. Never occupied three
upcarport,
cabinets,
kitchen
Beautiful
home, central heating.
will
$10,000
Price
windows.
and
doors
storm
TVA,
stairs storage.
carry 08,000 Wan
'
end
IN COVINGTON SUBDIVISION. Owner built home on dead
retire.
to
place
small
nice
a
for
looking
one
some
for
street, ideal
Beautiful yard with detached garage and outside patio. Has
small workshop connected to garage. We will sell this furniture
and all if wanted. $8,000.00
IN COVINGTON ADDITION. Convenient to South Fulton BapHas
tist Church. Nice two bedroom home, large fenced lot.
F. H. A. Loan that can be assumed with a down payment of
$1200.00 and payments of only $49.90 a month. which includes
Insurance and Taxes. Total price $7,250.00.
214 CENTRAL AVENUE.. Nice small two bedroom home. close
to town and South Fulton School. This has G. I. Loan that can
be assumed by anybody. $1,500.00 down and payments of only
$44.00 per month, which includes Insurance. You can not rent as
cheap as you can own this home.
Call me at Ile Tomorrow, and let me show you any of the above.

WICK SMITH AGENCY,INC.

research, financial assistance for
new research facilities at the
University, and the building of a

White Bibles

White Testaments

PINK AND BLUE ":•MALL TESTAMENTS

CITY DRUG COMPANYFulton

Lake Street

The

Murray Tobacco Market
Is Now Receiving

AM - CURED TOBACCO
For The First

SALE - FRIDAY, DEC. 11
••

•

o

o

Four Giant. Competitive Floors Amu, You Higher Prime — Clutch Service —
And Experienced Tobacco Men That Work For Youl

DX Alumni Assoc.
Conducting Drive

AO*.

Barnette Tractor Co.

been invited to either write the
Alumni Association headquarters
at the University, or contact one
of the club's members.

Complete Assortment

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS
EASIER
AL-1w

KT. STATE FAIR
The Kentucky State Fair and
Exposition Center at Louisville
covers 350 acres.

BIBLES

As an effective means of reducing the city's rat population,
Health Officer, Leo R. Evans, M.
D., has outlined a four-step rat
control program for citizens to
follow. It consists of eliminating
the pests' sources of food, removing rat shelters, rat-proofing
buiiding, and killipg _rats with
poison! and traps.
Harry Barry, local sanitarian,
stated that rats transmit at least
10 diseases and cause a two billion
dollar property loss in this country each year.
Eliminating sources of food. he
said, means keeping all edible material away from rats. Since rats
thrive on garbage, one of the first
things to do is to provide covered
Charlie was a natural for the
cans for
honor and the Nashville Tennes- galvanized steel garbage
all refuse.
sean called him "Union City's
All food stored in the home
• lestshould be kept in places inacces•
.A
sible to rats. Food sexed in cloth
or paper sacks should be kept at
least 18 inches above floor level.
Since rats seek shelter in disIKON= KAD110 busk, designed and paha for by the Sevouth.day
orderly surroundings. Mr. Barry
dammillit Dina* USW group, is hispacted by seem of the memurges each resident to clean up
bers of the Estienal Advisory Oeuntsil ea Rural Civil Defame. •
dirty basements, attics and yards.
assmullies of promhemi farm leaders, leachers and writers wbo
Materials stored in these areas,
advise Me 0111oe of Chi and Defers Mobilisation mi its rural civil
unless they are arranged neatly,
to would be needed alter a
disfamee program. Midi wird
widow Mask M direct rural survival and to help marshal the
provide shelter for rats.
tellea's Seed prodsoiles ter victory and recovery. (ocee Photo)
Homemakers will find it a
simple matter to wrap and store
garbage if they follow a regular
for the next five years.
six-point program, Health Officer
Plans for use of the money call
Leo R. Evans, M. D. said today.
for
an expanded Alumni Scholara
have
should
Each household
411enge
ship Fund, money awards to outleast two study galvanized steel
,The University of Kentucky standing University faculty memgarbage cans with close fitting
covers and convenient side hand- Alumni Association, which is con- bers to encourage scholarship and
les for proper storage, he point- ducting a, drive to raise $250.00 by
UK's centennial year of 1965, aled out.
Accurst.
Here are the six steps Mr. ready has enrolled more than 300
Harry Barry listed for home- members in the Century Club.
WORKMANSHIP
makers:
The Century Club is a projected
At Low Cost
1. Drain and wrap all garbage group of 500
alumni and friends
In paper on heavy begs before of the University
Vatter* (Media and Tins
who
will
each
se,
placing it in the garbage can. pledge a
donation of $100 a year !Ism of All Wilds /Law2. Use more than one covered can
amialy Sampatred at Low Oast
if necessary to avoid overloadbr—
only
to
rack
the
which
covers
can
in
kept
be
ing. Covers should
$15350
be
ANDREWS
attached.
This
prevents garFastay
Csesists
place at all times.
bage cans from being pushed
garbage
substitute
using
Avoid
3.
• direct drive
Jewelry Company
over by dogs.
containers, especially those
• cuts 16' trees In 16 seconds
.fells trees up to 3 feet
which are subject to rodent atIn diameter
tack and fire damage. Covered
. Weighs only 19 pounds
steel garbage cans are the orilT
(less bar and chain)
containers approved by both
health and fire departments.
MIRK nRST or QUALITY
4. Rinse the cans with clear
...TOM FIRST Of NOMELITE
water at regular intervals to
prevent odors.
5. Mark the cans and their covers
with house address number to
deter accidental loss or theft.
can
Phone 169 6. Build a practical garbage
2,7 E. 4th

(Buz

WIWI= WW1 IN ICY.
James Lane Allen was born in
1949 near Lexington in the heart
of the Kentucky Bluegrass — the
subject of many of his essays,
short stories and novels.

••
Growers Loose Floor
Planters Loose Floor
••

Doran Loose Floor
Farris Leese Floor

"Sell Your Tobacco On The Murray Market —
Where You Can Bank The Difference"

Murray, Kentucky

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR....
SHOPPING CENTER FOR GIFTS
FOR ALL THE FAMILY!
Come in - Browse around - see the many gifts ranging from $1.00 up
Novelties
YOUR
Pictures — Large Selection
SELECTION
Children's Toys — Furniture
WILL BE HELD
Small Appliances
FOR FREE
Hi - Fi - Stereo Phonographs - Radios
Mirrors
DELIVERY
Relaxer Chairs - Rockers
XMAS
Kroehler Living Room Suites
BUY NOW
PAY AFTER
XMAS
Store Open
Evenings
Dec. 4 — Dec. 11
Dec. 17 — 18 --19
21 — 22 — 23

Bedrtom Groups - Mattresses
Dining Room Groups - Dinettes
Floor Coverings - Bugs
Desks — Cedar Chests — Lamps
Oil — Wood — Coal Heaters
Bedspreads
Card Tables — Chairs
Gas Ranges — Heaters

RHODES -- BURFORD Co.
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE IN MAYFIELD

Satisfied Customers Built Our Store

CY.
born in
a heart
1-- the
essays,

air and
ouisville
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South Fulton
No Clues In
Wins Two Games Beating Of
Clinton Man

around town with

South Fulton won both halves
of a high school basketball doubleheader last Wednesday night
here.
South Fulton's girls defeated
Rives, 53-24, and South Fulton's
boys took the second game. 63at the station over night, they 38.
would see that mother and I got
Highe scorers were Jane
home.
Peeples of South Fulton's girls
One night, quite a number of
years ago, after my sister, Sue, with 16, Sam Miller with 10 and
and one of our girl roomers came Donald Aarchman with 18 for
home from work at midnight and South Fulton's boys and Terry
we were all dressed for bed, it was Weatherford with 17 for Rives'
decided we would go for a little boys.
ride. It was cold and raining out- will he decorated in big Christside, but that didn't worry us.
mas trees.
Twelve trees were purchased
Sue was oriving, and when she
went to turn around she got stuck. Saturday and Monday. They were
We didn't know what to do. We being put up by Ira Cloys, Boostwouldn't dare call Daddy, for he er member and city employee, aswould fuss for us being so foolish. sisted by a group of workmen.
Then, we thought of the police.
The trees will be decorated in
So. Sue and I started out walking blue lights and should be very
in the rain to the nearest tele- pretty.
phone. while .10 Helm and moThere will be a decorated tree
ther waited in the car.
In front of the Park Terrace
The police came to our rescue, Restaurant, Counce's Drive-in. the
thank goodness, and we didn't Bo-Peep Motel, Conriaughton's
Clinic, Fulchees Service Station,
have to call Daddy.
They are always doing little Maynard's Serve Station, Jack
things to help folks out, and we Lowe's Service Station, Leon
Hutchen's Dry Cleaners, Grissom
would like to say, "Thanks!".
Service Station, the City Hall,
The City of South Fulton will Cannon's Agency, and the John F..
be decorated for Christmas this Bard Service Station.
year, after all.
A picture of his. Jewell McA couple of weeks 41/0. the
South Fulton Booster Club an- Clain was in this month's issue of
nounced that the city would not the National Fraternal Monitor
be decorated this year, but has Magazine. Recently, Mrs. McClain
was named tbe most outstanding
changed its mind.
Instead of the lights which have member of the Tennessee Fraterbeen hung across the streets this nal Congress and was presented a
year the main street in town. the bronze plaque at a dinner in JackMartin Highway (Paschall Street) son.

Ouida Jewell
Fulton and The Western Kentucky area in general observed
one of its quietest Thanksgiving
holidays in many years Thursday.
Weather ranged from partly
cloudy in the morning to cloudy
with rain in the afternoon. Later
in the night, as the temperature
tumbled near the freezing point,
sleet and snow mixed with the
rain.
Although there were several
minor accidents in the area, no
major accidents were reported.
Most of the local folks spent
the day at home with their families. gathered around the dinner
table or the TV set.
We are glad to have Win Whitnel and his brother, Will, back
home after undergoing surgery at
Baptist Hospital.
Went out late Sunday night to
take Daddy's supper and my car
was dead as could be. In no time
at all the local police were there
helping get the car started. Says
Mother. "You should never get
mad at the police, they are always doing something nice for
you." And I agreed. We do have
a very nice group of fellows on
both the Kentucky and Tennessee
police force. Time and again over
the years, they have seen to it
that Daddy got his supper. when I
was unable to take it to him, or
when I have had to leave my car
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Too pregame to low or wore .way... dorms'.
lath oo• satisfying Wad to do orkb tbast biro
oboosabe• Baby Shoes. Novo Boom"libmatallsod•
by oar Sostolott Ellastroolation Pr000ss. This
•••••lao process d•oo•Its • heavy oaatlas of
actual Brom* on your Baby's She... 04011/1ure.
temperature chatters. doggy•-•••iti ea. baron
the... They'll lam loreviireconstaird remainder
oil your Baby'. Orel toddling elope Baby shoes
the, •lEi•ra•Ilred" will become as heirloom
your childrea will palm oats your tratinichildren-.• priceless keepseke ohm will ender,for
amseraiions Bend smug Baby's First Shoos today tor "Ctensettalwe. Be mire to attach card
to shoe divine your name and address Or. phone
and well be glad so pick them up II roe preler.
toss mad your name and well send • free cir•
miler showing sea at riiri ire mountings and the
prices on eoth Proems d•li.er,g All work done
by • lolly II
d Graduate Matins Technician.
I. at•••• at asissuty bask.
Paola Alibi so. or .end el....gr• or orlon, to

NATIONALLY FAMOUS

Sport Skirts

CAPE COD

$2/6

$3.95 Values

83.59

for $5.04
Others $2.$5•$2.15

Jackets
For Casual Wear er
Work

$3981.
$13.95
AB wanted materiais, styles,
patterns and weights.
SUBURBAN &

Car Cuts
$13.95 to
819.95

Sport Coats
$19.95

Slacks
$5.95 to $11.95

andsty mean teal*clesned

Wide saleetion of patterns. We feature nationally known
Andes and materials . You breads. If you are not sure of
give him ono of
are sure to find hist the Weeks
oar Gin Otellliastaa.
Cilealiti, style and well cut at be will want.
popular prices.
XMAS SPECLel
See Our Use of Airrldde
Socks
• Hygrometer & Thermo$1.141 Value
11111folds
meter
•ilaranceeen
$1.98 to $5.91
119c
Plus Tax
Indoor
•
Outdoor
pea.
$1.25
Fine quality leathers at prices
Thermometers
Others 4$c to $1.e1
yea eau afford M pay.

Read the Cleasffled Ads

We have complete stodks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON

PULLT1 CLEAN
OVEN,
No more is the back wall out of reach.
No more IMPOORIW
'fOluettings stoop
ing and stretching.
Now you dean like a queen-standing up.
Illittitkip *footslog emu top to floorI

•Surface units are self-cleaning.
• Surface units lift-up, stay-up and drip
, bowls come out for easy-cleaning.
• Control knobs and dials slip-off, control panel cleans with a wipe.
• Storage Drawer rolls completely out for
under range cleaning.

and at a price most people CAN afford

Very Low
Down Payment
Easy Weekly or Monthly Terms
,
Frigidaire ADVANCED Appliances. .designed with YOU in mind!

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
'Tour Floors Of Fine Furniture"
Fulton. Ky.

Walnut Street

Phone 185
SELECT FROM
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Just think bow YOU yourself
enjoy lovely gifts for your
beam. Just imagine the joy that
such gifts will bring throughout the year, to Chose favored
ammo, et relatives and friends
wbe love their imam Year
choke bore it wide, for every
tuts. Oils that look much
as•re than their modest
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GIFT
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r
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THIS LARGE

"WO

Ma

$1.40 and $1.54
lies - Ties you tie yourself
$1.50
Ready tied Ties
$1.10 and 21.51
Beautiful Boxed Handkerchiefs
from $2.45 to $11.51
Hate
89c and Sec
B. V. D. Undershirts, Shorts and T-Shirts
HEADQUARTERS FOR DUCK HEAD WORK CL()THES

SUGGESTIONS
• Breakfast Room &Wes
•Lamps
• Pictures
• Mirrors
• Beekman
•Bedroom Chairs
•Small Applianela
• Carpeting by Mohawk
• Cedar Chain
• Smokers
• Magasbae Rooks
•Haseocks
• Radios
• Stereophonic 1111-1Prs
• Roord Players

Merchandise of fine quality
"Living room suites in many styles, colors
** Hundreds of fine occasional table styles
** All the smartest styles in occasional chairs
•• Bedroom suites to suit every taste
•• Dining room suites of all kinds

GIFT CERTIFICATES?

Ranger 8" Leather Boots
$10.98 to $17.95
Leather Belts
MOO and $1.50
IF IN DOUBT GIVE A GIFT CERTIFICATE

ren
*."01.11111m...
I,g •ves

Joe Lookofsky

ii,..sr
.
"

SURE!

We recommend them especially for those hard-to-shop-for
Homemakers!

OLIVE and COOK

Men's Wear

FINE FURNITURE-IN HAYFIELD

"Dependable Since 1912"
East Side Square

Monday to put oUt a grass fire at
Smith and Holmes Streets.

'REVOLUTIONARY

WHYTE
WASH-le-WEAR

$1951.
$12.95

The South Fulton Tire Department was called out at 1 p. m.

the oven thatcan be CLEANEN

Robbi and Herbert Morris, organist at the Park Terrace, had
open house at thir new home in
Obion last week and all the relatives paid a visit. The Morris'
new home is a one-story Colonial
type and is very beautiful.

Those sport seats are selling
in moot stares tor $24.54. Our
pries is only $19.95. When you
see times teats you will be able We have the meat popular
to esellx use the fins quality styles in fur lined, al/ leathers
and fit you will get for so MU and cloth
ha pries.
MASTER HILT
Dress Shoos

The Fulton Tire Department
was called out Monday afternoon
to put out a grass fire at =view
Hospital.

NOW FROM FRICIINURE..

Last week wh-n Johnny Jones,
a student at Ole Miss, started
home for the holidays, he decided
to save his money and hitchhike
to Fulton. He caught a ride to
Jackson, Tenn.. and there spied
his Dad, Stanley. He jumped out
of the pickup he was riding in and
flagged his Dad down. Stanley got
quite a surprise, when he saw his
son running down the street.

Dress Skirts
82.95
Rouse Skies
$2.19 to $4.19

PION= liONIDAY

ROCK

SPRING NAS
When he regained consciousness,
Nettie Lee Cognises
Wilson said, a billfold containing
$160 and $10 from his cash regisMrs. Dorothy Green and James
ter were missing. The empty billWilliam visited Wednesday afterHickman County officials said fold was found later on a sidenoon in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
they were without clues today as walk near the store.
Zlmoore Copelen.
to the identity of two Negro men
He started groping his way toMr. and Mrs. Frank Rice and
who beat and robbed a Clinton ward the restaurant when his mogrocer Saturday night.
ther saw him and ran to his as- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Strater were
Sunday night supper guests of MT.
Jones Wilson is in Clinton- sistance. He collapsed again, fall- and Mrs. Carl Bell.
Hickman County Hospital suffer- ing on her foot and breaking it.
Mr. anti Mrs. George Elliott
ing from a slight concussion, cuts
Wilson, who with his brother,
and bruises about the head and a Clifford. operates Wilson Brothers visited Sunday afternoon with
broken thumb as a result of the Grocery, told Sheriff Vaughan he Mr. and Mrs. Elrnoore Copelen,
beating. His mother, Mrs. C. H. got a good look at the Negroes but Mr. and Mrs. Arvel Green and
Mrs. Pearl Cooper.
Wilson, also is in the hospital with did not know either of them.
Mrs. Pearl Cooper and Mrs.
a broken foot as an indirect result
Lulu Conner spent Saturday night
TO UNDERGO SURGERY
of the beating of her son.
and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson said he started to leave
Mrs. W. 0. Locke was admitted Herman Elliott and Bob.
his store about 6 p. m. to go to a to the Baptist Hospital in MemRay Byrd. who is attending colrestaurant operated next door by phis Monday. She will undergo lege at Murray was home with his
his mother. As he stepped out the surgery there either Thursday or parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verne Byrd,
door, he told Sheriff Curtis Vau- Friday.
for the Thanksgiving holidays.

We Specialize In Gifts For Ilim
SPECIAL PURCHASE
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I understand that the Fulton
High School Band has been invited to participate in the Christmas Parade at Paducah.

I would like to congratulate
John Earl and Norma June McClanahan on the birth of an eight
pound, 10 ounce baby boy. John
Steven, born last Wednesday
morning shortly after 7 a. m. at
Jones Hospital. The mama and
baby are doing just fine.
June is bookkeeper at The
News.

WILSON SALES-SERVICE
Phone OL 3-2031
P.O. Box 86
CLINTON. KY.

ghan, one of the Negro men grabbed and held him while the other
beat him until he lost conscious-

0
04
1

Mayfield, Ky.

4

114. 116 West Broadway

Phone CH 7-3883

ii

A Salute on Election Eve
On next Tuesday Kentucky will
inaugurate a new Governor and a
new Lieutenant-Governor.
The occasion will be one of more
than passing interest to most residents of the State, because it marks a
change from one political philosophy
to another, and this change is bound
to be felt by every resident of the
State in the ensuing four years, just
as the change four years ago has been
as marked over the one preceding.
We feel no hesitation in saying that
we sincerely believe that Kentucky
and Kentuckians are going to benefit
much more during the next four
years than they have during the last
four.
It has been the pleasure of both
editors of this paper to have known
.ibs well during the past four
Bert Corf
years, to have worked for and with
him and to have gone down to defeat
with him in 1955, and then to have
resumed the battle, with him, from
the very outset of his campaign t4at
won him a resounding victory in the
Democratic primary of this year. It
was a pleastire because Bert Combs
is the kind of an honest, sincerl, hardworking fellow that one enjoys knowing.
He has no empire to build, he
doesn't aspire to run for President, he
isn't planning to use any political opportunities to aid him in -real estate
ventures. Moreover, he has a mind of
his own; he has the courage of his
convictions, he is nobody's puppet,
and he seeks to make no puppets of
his own.
We don't think he will be calling

University professors "rats", nor telling lam delegations to "go home and
mind their own business", nor getting
booed over national networks, nor
forming his own gestapo to see that
proper tribute and allegiance is paid
him at all times.
Running the State of Kentucky is
a big job, of course. The Governor
gets the credit,- or the discreditfor a lot of things that his subordinates do, so it behooves Mr. Combs
to pick his staff and his key leaders
carefully, surrounding himself with
people who share his philosophy and
will work with him toward his goals.
If his job is at times hindered by
the yapping of some disgruntled individuals belonging to a clan now on
the "outs", whose probable intention
is to criticize everything during the
next four years, just charge that up
to Hiawatha, "The Happy Hunter."
The voters have taken away Hiawatha's shot-gun and handed him a gun
.that shoots harmless corks..
Bert Combs is going to do his level
best to advance Kentucky and its citizens with all of the resources at his
disposal, and in this effort he will be
greatly aided by an intelligent, resourceful and capable LieutenantGovernor, Wilson Wyatt.
So, on this eve of their ascension to
the top positions in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, we salute Bert
Combs and Wilson Wyatt and wish
them well in the four years ahead.
With intelligent planning, constant
attention to the job and a good staff
to carry out their directives, we know
that Kentucky is in competent hands.

Turning Back The Clock-- I
DECEMBER 1, ISIS
Prospects are bright on

the
basketball horizon for South Fulton this season, for the material
from which to mold both girls and
boys teams is the best in many
years. W. H. Cravens will coach
the boys aggregation, and J. C.
Goode will pilot the girls sextet.
Both know basketball, and have
enjoyed good success with their
teams.

Journa
Rendereon (Kr.) Gleaner and

For A Merry Christmas - Make It Safe
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ing of the holiday. And it's especially
unfortunate that holidays must have
an association with high accident
tolls.
Christmas, with the d,.-epest spiritual significance, is the deadliest holiday of all, according to the National
Safety Council. Ironically, it achieves
this terrible distinction precisely because we want it to be such a wonderful occasion.
It is a sentimental holiday. People
will drive long distances for the
traditional family reunion, undaunted
by the worst weather. More travelespecially winter travel at highway
speeds - means more accidents.
It is a convivial holiday. The joyous spirit of the occasion is too often
sought in liquid form.
The National Safety Council has
asked for church leadership during
this Christmas season to point out
that accident prevention is practical
religion, and that good will toward
men can find no finer expression than
behind the wheel of a car.
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MISSISSIPPI RIVES

The Mississippi River twists and
turns for more than 50 miles along
Kentucky's western border, offering many a breath-taking scene,
especially at Columbus-Belmont
State Park.
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Mr. and Mrs. George Swiggart,
Martin highway. announce the
marriage of their daughter, Mary
Kate, and Joe Mack Reed. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Reed, north of
town. The ceremony was solemnized June 21 by Rev. M. S. Castin
in Dyer, Tenn.

KFITS-TV
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5:40 News
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1i.00 True Story
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Next Sunday evening, Dec. 3,
employees of the Illinois Central
railroad, their wives and families,
will be special guests at a service
arranged for them at the First
Christian church.

WPSD-TV

5
reel
an

hon
day

regular

Rainbow
Room Tuesday night. with President Billy Blackstone presiding.

The WPA kitchen now in operation at the South Fulton School,

owner" pays less than six cents a
week for his newspaper, yet he feels
that his six cents entitles him to
deal with the newspaper as a public
service or public utility. If six cents
buys you a newspaper offic, then fifty
cents should buy you some protection
against fraud on a television program.
We don't know where we should
search to find out the cause for the
shameful practices of the tv show producers and the tv contestants in the
manner of hoodwinking the public
and the advertisers, but we do know
that something should and shall be
done to eliminate this type of thing
from the air waves. Crookedness in a
few programs has cast doubt upon all
the programs of the type.
Barnum said there's a fool born
every minute and the side shows of
the circus prospered. We do not believe, however, that the advertisers
are fools enough to go for any more
rigged programs. Maybe the public
would still "buy" them-but surely
the advertisers who foot the tv bill
directly won't tread the same path
twice.
l

It would be interesting to discover,
in this era of motivation research,
what the word "holiday" means to
most people. What is the first thing
that flashes to mind when the word
Is mentioned?
Time off from work? A trip? An
excuse to celebrate? A tragic accident
toll?
Unfortunately, truthful answers
probably would place all of those
higher on the list than the true mean-

The YMBC held its
business meeting at the

Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Ward, formerly of Fulton, now of Shreveport,
La., recently celebrated their
fiftieth wedding anniversary, with
an informal gathering of friends.

Who Says We Don't Pay For Television?
Fooling with rigged television quiz
shows is a "fraudulent and deceptive
practice" but not an "illegal" one, according to John C. Doerfer, Federal
Communications chairman. We'll go
along that far with Doerfer and the
FCC. It would be difficult to pass
laws govering the content of tv programs without endangering our right
to freedom of speech.
We do, however, take exception to
his statement that the home owner
does not pay his way into a tv show.
There are ways that the home owner does pay his way into a tv show.
He pays from $100 to $400 for his set,
and he pays upkeep on it, including
the cost of electricity to rnn it. If he
has a set worth $150, he pays nearly
50 cents a day for a year to amortize
his investment. If his set is worth
$300, he pays that amout for two
years. He also contributes to the cost
of producing a tv show when he buys
the advertised products, for the advertiser pays for the time the show is
on the air in proportion to the number of viewers the show has.
Compare this to the cost of a week• ly newspaper. The so-called "home
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

dren.

I.
J. L. Beven, president of the
C. R. R., Chicago was in Fulton
Tuesday.
The South Fulton basketball
teams split a doubleheader with
Welch school Tuesday night at the
South Fulton gym. The boys beat
Welch 28-18, while the girls lost
33-16.

THURSDAY. Dee-

MOTOROLA
qddtabegekt

and sponsored by the P. T. A. of
the southside, is making steady
progress, and rendering a real
service to underprivileged chil-

Miss Rebecca Boaz, student in
Southern Illinois Normal School,
Carbondale, spent the Thanksgiving holidays with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Winston, on Green
Street.

MOST RELIABLE TV EVER...
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Niece Of Local
Woman Killed
In Auto Accident
Mrs. James Jones, 37, a former
resident of Clinton, was killed in
an automobile accident near her
home at Kirkwood, Mo.. Thursday night.
Mrs. Jones, the former Sarah
Gunter, was alone in her car at
the time of the accident. She apparently lost control of her car
and it left the road. Mrs. Jones,

itit M A!U.
'
111

A 11 17.14Atte
'WASHER

brown from the car as it
lobe
mperima& was killed instantly.

•McCONNELL NEWS

She is survived by her husband,
the Rev. James Jones; six children; her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Gunter of Paris, Tenn.; two
brothers, Billy Gunter of Paducah and Junior Gunter of Paris;
three sisters, Mrs. Ray Jones of
Columbus, Mrs. Cecil Landuyt of
St. Louis, Mo. and Mrs. Brenda
Paschal of Paris, Tenn. and two
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at
1:30 p. m. Monday in Kirkwood at
the Pfitzinger Funeral Home.
Burial was in the Oak Hill Cemetery there.
Mrs. Jones was a niece of Mrs.
Leland Jewell of Fulton. She had
visited here on many occasions.
Mrs. Jewell and other aunts and
uncles from this area went to St.
Louis Sunday morning.
The oldest son of Mrs. Jones
was killed in a car collision about
two years ago.
Her father, Mr. Gunter. was
formerly manager of the U-ToteEm Grocery at Clinton. Mrs.
Jones was born and reared in
Hickman County, but had lived in

Brother Wyatt Hall of Tiptonvile, Tennessee will deliver the
Sunday morning and evening
messages at the Church of Christ
on Sunday, November 29th, at 11:A. M. and 7: P. M. Brother Hall
formerly lived in this vicinity and
labored with the McConnell congregation for a number of years.

FULTON HIGH CHEERLEADERS (Back Row. L. to R.) Chan Covington, Nancy Bnahart, Judy Moore, (Front Row, L. to R.) Judy
Owens. Sharrye Johnson, and Wanda Cash display some of the
charm they add to their vocal abilities to help supply the enthusiam
needed for victory.

From The FHS "Kennel"—
Next to winning, the best thing
about a ball game is the spirit and
enthusiasm. This spirit and enthusiasm is something we feel
very strongly, but unless this is
brought before us, sometimes we
lose interest.
Here at Fulton High. we have a
pep meeting at school before
every ballgame. The entire student body is there — all "pulling"
for our team. Certain players, the
coach, principal, superintendent,
and sometimes students are called upon to give their opinion of
the coming game.
Before home football games,
there was always a pep meeting
downtown. Sometimes we had a

and one

bonfire and tossed a "dummy" of
an enemy football player into the
fire to burn, with our best wishes.
The purpose of a pep meeting is
to create spirit and enthusiasm.
We all personally enjoy a game to
the fullest extent if our hearts are
in it. As a school, we are apt to
win admiration which will be
much longer remembered by other
schools than a win or loss. Just
put yourself in a ballplayer's place
and think what a difference it
would make to you whether you
were cheered for at all times with
enthusiasm, or no one said a word
no matter how badly or well you
played. A team can't let down its
audience if they know the audience is really pulling for them.

Members Of Four Rivers Council
To Contribute Toward Tribute

"Timed to Perfection
7 full years!"
KINTUCKY STRAIGHT
VIOURISON WHISKEY
PROO•
STRAIGHT

Glenmore
SUER LABEL
"Your Bright Buy is
Light Bourbon?'
KOMITIORICY *TIROS'S?
114Wason inuascre

friends and relatives are invited
to attend.

(Last Week)

Pep Meetings Build Enthusiasm
Important to Bulldog Success

rtrongeot
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Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
siameammia

Boy members and adults of the
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
of America will contribute toward
a commemorative tribute to be
erected in Washington, D. C., to
honor the thirty-three and • half
million Americans who have been
I
affiliated with the movement
since its establishment in 1910,
according to tames C. Rieke.
Council President.
It will especially honor the eight
million most and woman who have
served as its volunteer leaders.
The tribute has been authorized
by Congress and President Eisenhower.
The commemorative tribute will
be of bronze metal depicting a
Scout or Scouts grouped with one
or more leaders, centered in a
fountain with a background of
scenes depicting various phases of
Scouting's program, aims, and objectives.
Present and former members of
the Boy Scouts of America will
have an opportunity to share in
the project Zach donor will sign
his name on a scroll. These names
will be sealed in the commemorative tribute as evidence of the
contributor's appreciation of the
services rendered by the volunteer leaders during the half century.
Fifty dime-sized coin slotted

Mrs. H. G. Edmontson of Martin will be conducting a Mission
Book Study at the Baptist church
on Monday, November 30th, beginning at 10: A. M. This will last
throughout the day. A luncheon
will be served at the building at
the noon hour. The Johnston
Grove Church, located just west
of here, will be a visiting church.
Mrs. H. D. Scott has returned
home after having spent an extended visit with her children in
California.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton are
spending the winter months with
Mrs. Charles Moss and children
of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch and
Mrs. Sam Hastings visited their
brother, Mr. Curtis Long, Luckett's Rest Home, Gleason. last
Sunday.
Mrs. Frances Nell Perry of Marton visited Miss Ann Caldwell Friday night.
Mrs. R. H. Moss, Sr., is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Herman Jolley
and family of near Martin.
We extend our deepest sympathy to the family of the late
Johnnie Jordan in his recent passing. Johnnie resided in this vicinity for a number of years. He is
the brother of Mr. And Jordan,
McConnell.
We wish to congratulate Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Pewitt on the
birth of a baby daughter. Mrs.
Pewitt is the former Miss Sylvadeen Moss.
Miss Polly Long IS working at
the Baldridge's Variety Store until after the Christmas Holidays.
Little Miss LuAn Beggess has
been on our sick list, but has improved.
Miss Nina Rose Moss, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moss,
Jr., is also on the sick list for this
week.

"OLD STONE HAMMER"
Thomas Metcalfe, Kentucky's
cards have been sent to each Cub- 9th governor, a stonemason by
master, Scoutmaster, and Explor- trade, was known as "Old Stone
er Advisor. It is hoped that each Hammer."
unit will fill the coin card and
contribute at least ten cents per
boy. Adult members, if they wish,
may contribute currency or a
check.
The final form of the tribute
and its date of dedication will be
determined by the response from
units throughout t h e United
States.
WOMAN POLITICIAN
The first woman elected to the
Kentucky Legislature was Mrs.
Mary Elliott Flanery, a representative from Boyd County, elected
In 1921. She also was the first
woman elected to any legislature
south of the Mason and Dixon
line.

Mrs. Estelle Williams of Route
3, Fulton, announces the engagement and approaching marriage
of her daughter, Linda Sue to
Jerry D. Coltharp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Coltharp of Route 1,
Wingo.
Miss Williams attends Cuba
High School where she is a senior.
Mr. Coltharp is a '58-'59 graduate of Cuba Hite School and is
presently employed by the Bennett Electric Co. of Fulton.
The couple will be wed on December 20, 1959 at 2:00 at the
Pilot Oak Baptist Church. No
formal invitations will be sent but

The truck from the Salvation
Army Men's Social will be in
Fulton Dec. 7. For pickup service
call the Chamber of Commerce office, phone 43.

Complete Lbw

/fearing Aid Batteriee
ha all makes of h*rIn aids!
Visit oar Hearing Aid Departneat at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG

CO.
/Phone 79

OS Lake Street

Now Label • Same Good Quality!

CAute.0ppee_ Grip/L.

VINEGAR
Boy Speas Vosges Today

Greeting Cards,Wrapping Supplies
Toys,Trucks,Dolls, Games,Etc.
Extra special and going fast! — Our big 25-inch
Vinyl doll with hair — she drinks — she wets —
the "Hottest" Doll on the market; Specially priced
at $4.88
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•• Feature-lock engagement and wedding matched
ring sets
•• CROTON Ladies watches - - the watch with
the guaranteed balance staff ____ $27.50 up
** BULOVA, CROTON, BURTON, ELGIN
watches for men
from $19.95
•• Complete selections of TIMEX, WESTCLOX
•• ZORRO,ROY ROGERS,CINDERELLA
watches for kiddies
from $6.95
** COSTUME JEWELRY
from $1.10

REPIPF'S JEWELERS
J

West side of Square

Mayfield, Ky.

Standard Oil
products have
been FIRSTin
popularity with
KENTUCKY
motorists
,

Times change ... cars change
...yet three generations of Kentucky
motorists have continued to award
sales leadership to the products that
they've found give them the most
performance for their money—
Standard Oil. You've got to be good
to stay out in front!

*From nails-tics compiled
by U. S. Bureau of

Public Rood,.

E. J. licCOLL1111, Agent

Elizabeth Ward Of Fulton Becomes
Bride Of Nathan Coplen Of Wingo

The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
'Tis over. . the Thanksgiving weekend. . . and we
do hope it was a joyous time for all of you! We know
that many visitors were in town in various homes - Yep.
. Mothers and Dads were happy to have "the kids" at
home for the turkey, remindful of the fact that it was
just three hundred and thirty-eight years ago when
those hardy pioneers also counted their blessings for the
privilege of living in a new land. And the foremost of
those blessings. .. was then, and is now. • freedom. In
our Twin-Cities many heads were bowed at the Thanksgiving table with thoughts such as these taking precedence over all others. You'll agree with me . . . occasions and deep-rooted thoughts such as these have
made us the great nation we are!
Thoughts for the weekend are
turned toward the Annual Christmas Musical which will be presented by the Music Department
of the Fulton Woman's Club at the
Christian Church at 5:00 o'clock
Sunday evening. Members of the
Junior Music Club and the
Beethoven Club (which are sponsored" by the Music Department)
will also appear on the program.
There will be organ, chorus, vocal
and piano numbers and also carol
singing. The public is cordially invited to enjoy this special Christmas Musical. Members of these
clubs have spent many hours of
practice in order to bring the people of theXen-Tenn area music in
keeping with the Yuletide Season.
Make your plans now to attend.
Plans now are completed for
the big benefit card party at the
Fulton Country Club tonight
(Thursday). Members of the committee have worked long and tirelessly Umake the party a real
vooeovo.-so leg's all go out to the
club sad give them our support!
Let to redact you that refreshments will be served promptly at
7:30 after which games of canasta,
bridge, rook, etc. will be enjoyed.
Players are asked to plan their
own groups as well as bring their
own cards. There will be door

WHAT
LOVELY .44
HANDS
NOW...

prizes and a high prize for each
type of game played. So - - if you
haven't made your reservations do so - right now This is a good
way to see all of your friends have a good card game. plus loads
of fun! See you there!

Miss Elizabeth Ward, daughter
of Mrs. Neal Ward and the late
Mr. Ward of South Fulton, Tenn.,
became the bride of Mr. Nathan
Coplen of Wingo. Kentucky, son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Dug Coplen of Wingo, Thursday morning,
November 26, 1959 at nine-thirty
o'clock in the First Methodist
Church in Fulton, Kentucky.
The double-ring ceremony was
solemnized by Rev. Joseph L. Leggett, minister of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ward
were their only attendants.
Mrs. Coplen is a graduate of
South Fulton school and the Tenn.

State Board of Practical Nursing.
She received her nurses training
at the Parkview Hospital in
Dyersburg. Tennessee, and has
both Tenn. and Ky. license. She
has been employed the past year
by the Hillview Hospital in Fulton. Kentucky.
Mr. Coplen attended the Wingo
school and is a veteran of World
War 2. having served three years
in the U. S. Army. He is employed by the International Stave
Company near Wingo, Kentucky.
Following a wedding trip they
are now at home at 316 Paschall
Street in South Fulton, Tennessee.

Janice Downey, Philip Brown
Are Wed On Thanksgiving Day
Miss Janice June Downey, daughter of Mrs. W. J. Shepherd of
Fulton, became the bride of
Philip E. Brown of Crutchfield,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown
of Crutchfield on Thursday. November 26, 1959 in a simple
Thanksgiving Day ceremony. Rev.
J. F. McMinn was the officiating
minister and the ceremony was
performed in the West Hickman
Methodist Church at three o'clock
in the afternoon. The double ring
ceremony was used.
Miss Peggy Diane Downey was
her sisters maid of honor and Bob
E. Brown was the best man.
The bride was lovely in a pink
silk organza styled with a belled
skirt, featuring an empire bodice
of alternating bands of chantilly
Late and organza. The scalloped
edge outlined the wide scooped
neckline with folds of organza

emphasizing the empire lines and
ending in a bow at the back.
Her headdress was a bow of
organza with circle veil attached.
Her accessories were pink, and
she wore a corsage of pink rosebuds.
The maid of honor wore a beige
embroidered sating sheath with
lace around the neckline. A beige
satin cummerbund featured dhinestones. Her accessories were black
and she wore a corsage of white
carnations.
Both are graduates of Cayce
High School. and the bride is an
employe of the City National
Bank. Mr. Brown is employed at
the enry I. Siegel Factory here.

dance after the Rives game.
Everyone was there, but to everyone's surprise, there was no record player. That was due to a
slip-up on P. D's (a senior boy)
part.
The eighth grade is having
play Thursday night. It's "Wilbur's Honey Bea", for the parents
and teachers.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the local hospitals as of late Wednesday morning:
ITILLYIEW HOSPITAL:
Sarah Nelms, William Cruce,
Mrs. May Campbell, Mrs. Eugene
Robertson, Mrs. Charles Sadler,
Curtis Thurman, Master Rusty
Wade, Cynthia Castleman, and
Mrs. T. D. Morris, all of Fulton;
Mrs. Louis Armstrong, Dukedom;
Rev. J. A. Wilkinson, Palmersville; W. H. Pounds, Greenfield;
ann Mrs. William Amberg, Hickman,
JONES HOSPITAL:
Mr. Clifford Peerey, Mrs. Herman Parks, Mr. and Mrs. John
Howell, Mrs. M. Matlock, J. C.
Taylor, Mrs. Cora Nichols, Mrs.
C A. Boyd, Mrs. Adda Neeley,
Mrs. Bill Cashion and baby, and
Mrs. S. H. Venable, all of Fulton,
Mrs. Fronie Dunn, Union City;
Jack Burns, Cayce; and Robert
Johnson, Wingo.

Nelle and Fred Gibson were
FULTON HOSPITAL:
happy during the holidays when
Mrs. M. L. Crook, Clinton,
their daughter, Fredrica and husRoute 1; Mrs. C. N. Holland,
band. Whayne White of Knoxville
Hickman; Mrs. Ervin Stephens,
arrived home to be with them for
Water Valley; Robert Henderson,
several days. They returned to
Water Valley, Route 1; Bob JohnKnoxville on Sunday.
son, Fulton; Mrs. Arthur Bugg,
Anne rail and Susan Bushart of
After a short unannounced Clinton; Mrs. Buen Yates, Fulton.
University of Kentucky came
wedding trip, they will be at Route 3; Mrs. Eugene Simon and
home with Hickman U. of Ky.
home to their friends at 208 Carr baby, Clinton,
James Elam, Fulton; Mrs. Bustudents, Linda Hale, Charles
street, Fulton.
ford Jones. Clinton, Route 4; HarHamby Stone and his guest. Many
old Wade Water Valley; Sam
plans were made in the Bluegrass
routine again.
Jones, Fulton; Mrs. John H. West,
city for this group before they
STATION
girls
boys,
gave
PIERCE
Thhe
and
both
•
Water Valley; Gus Farmer, Fulcame home for the holidays.
Mrs. Charles Lowe • South Fulton honor last Wednes- ton;_Mrs. Otis Wade, Crutchfield,
day night, wen we played Rives. Route 1: Ceonia Nesbitt, Fulton;
Mrs. Bertha McLeod, Home
The joint Thanksgiving Service The games were tough, but we J. C. Walker, Clinton. Route 1;
Demonstration Agent for Fulton
County, today released the home- at Chapel Hill was very nice. A fought our way to the top in Harry Sublette. Sr., Crutchfield;
Miss Cora Sublette, Clinton; Miss
makers schedule for the month of wonderful meal was served in the both.
Who was the handsome Jun- Tinnie Mc'Wharter, Fulton, Route
church basement. Brother WarDecember. The schedule follows:
Rush Creek, Dec. 8. Cayce ren Jones, the Johnson Grove ior boy P. C. had a date with 1; Miss Docie Jones, Wingo, Route
I; Mrs. - Ernest Carver, Fulton,
School, 10:30 A. M.; Western, Dec. pastor, brought the message. Sev- Friday night?
Does N. D. know she has a new Route 1; Paul Williams, Crutch9, Mrs. Wayne Yates. 10:30 A. M.; eral hyms were sung by the Chafeld; Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulton and
admirer?
Bennett, Dee. 10, Mrs. L. P. Car- pel Hill Quartette.
The Juniors and Seniors had a Mrs. Hugh Pigue, Fulton,
Edd Hay is improving at his
ney, 10:30 A. M.; Sylvan Shade,
Dec. 10, R. E. A. Building, 10:30 home after a few days in Fulton
A. M.; Palestine, Dec. 11, Com- Hospital.
Mrs. Myrtle Odious is home
munity House. 10:30 A. M.;
from the Weakley County hospital
in Martin.
Miss Helen Rogers of Nashville
spent the Thanksgiving holidays
Factory returns and new sample shoes in famous
with her Mother and other reNaturalises-a and Grace Walkers at a fraction of
latives.
regular price. Sims 4B to 10AAA: new styles in
Miss Lutrecia Bennett, a student at Austin Peay State Colheels: many extra-narrow widths. Serve yourself:
lege, spent the holidays with her
casbierl
pay
parents, Mr. and Mr, "Doc" Bennett.
Mrs. William Long and Mrs.
Paul Long of McConnell spent
Monday in Greenfield shopping.

BARGAINS IN LADIES SHOES!

$1.99 BUYS ANY PAIR

Forroder's Shoe Shop - 212 Main Street

You May Use Our Lay-A-Way Plan!
Shop While We Have a Nice Selection!
• DRESSES
• SUITS
• JEWELRY
• LINGERIE
• SWEATERS
• ROBES

• PURSES
• COATS
• GLOVES
• BLOUSES
• HOSE
• SKIRTS

NUMEROUS OTHER ITEMS

CLARICE SHOP
Phone 285

300 Main Street

tcr.ONLY $1 00

Crutchfield. Dec. 11, Methodist
Church, 10:30 A. M.; Victory, Dec.
15. K. U. Building, 10:30 A. M.;
Cayce, Dec. 15, Mrs. W. B. Sowell,
10:30 A. M.: Hickman, Dec. 16,
Club room, 10:30 A. M.; Fulton,
Dec. 16, Prsbyterian Church. 10:30 A. M.; and Montgomery, Dec.
17, Mrs. Parke Wheeler, 10:30
A. M.

Fill unbreakable bottle with
water. Add detergent.
Squeeze fresh suds onto
SARAN brush. Clean and
rinse dishes in one motion.
e-a1-`•
EAST MAIN SALES CO., P. 0. Box Ill Union City, Teen.

LIONS LADIES NIGHT
The Lions Club Ladies Night
banquet will be held Friday night
at the Park Terrace at 7:30.

Sanitary Dishwashers @ LW as.

Nome

BOOSTER DINNER
The South Fulton Booster club
members enjoyed a dinner at the
Park Terrace last Wednesday
night.
(More Diary on Page 9)
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Bargain's At WADE'S Used
Nice Maytag Washer

$37.50

*

Speed Queen Washer, like new

$89.95

Admiral Refrigerator
Gas Range. extra nice, from

$64.95
$47.50

_

$65.00

Electric Range
Breakfast Table and Chain. from
Extra Nice Poster Bed Room Suite

cabs.
Lewre
At 1
throw
from

tin
bet visi'toi
dreds
eggn:
inauc
Pitabi
An
exp

_ $12.50
$74.50

Living Room Suits, from
Good Perfection Oil Heater

$12.50

Hot Blast Coal Stoves. from
Odd Chairs. from
Chest of Drawers
Odd Dresser
Nice Wall Cabinet
Coffee Tables
ironing Board. like new
9 x 12 Rugs. from

$69.50

$22.50
$ 2.50
$14.95
$ 7.50
$.11.9.5
- $_5.00
$_4.00
$ 5.85

-At-

Wade's Used Furniture Store
'Trade'with Wade and Save"
Phone 478
Street
Main
217

buffet
turkl
cakes,
coffee
The

i1
:
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beoir
Hw
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Cover

t:
aN.alm
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n
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reti
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!
tirnoal
grnwia
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It is i
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Guar(
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Ear

After the four-day vacation we
are all glad to be back at school.
Ha, Ha. But, it was so nice not
to have homework every night,
but its good to get back into the

SANITARY DISHWASHER

Please ship

CLARICE SHOP
Is Ready for You to Come in and
Make Your Selection of
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

' since I do dishes In
CLEAN sudsy water no dishpan needed with

7-A
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Ties, Shirts, Sweaters, Pajamas

chose from these nationally-ad-
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aeripp
tm
sur
e
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may not seem original - but

vertised solid standbys at Hall-

Mg.

they're just what he wants! Your

Wooten! Year-in Year-out they

gift is sure to make a hit if you

remain the most popular of all!
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p
C
o
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l
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.
urt

At
elects
new

some

MBY'S FASHION SHOP
307 Main St.

Fulton, KY.

FALL and WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, DEC. 3-4-5
SUITS

COATS
$1311.95

urn

"MIL $75
117.15
-435•••
$56.55. $55
4045

ow $155.••
WM
15.00
55.64
0I5
45.$11
211.95

now 89.95
75.00
72.95
69.95
59.95
39.95
32.95

$115.06
85.14
87.96
MAO
75.01
MN
42.96

All Dresses Drastically Redseed
All winter hats REDUCED

Girr HOSE

GIFT TIES

GIFT SHIRTS

SPORT COATS

Nationally-Advertised Interwoven or Jerks in the new
miracle-Nylon that fits any
size foot!

Nationally-Advertised - - WEMBLEY and REGALAIRE in season's smart
stripes, figures and colors.
All resilient construction;
wrinkle-resistant.

White Shirts and solids in
brands you know you can
depend on - - Arrow, Enro,
and Tru-Val.

A beautiful selection in all
wool coats. Fancy patterns
or solid colors.

$1.00 Pair

$2.95 up

$21.50 to $29.50

$1.00 to $2.00

• • Don't fall to see our BARGAIN RACKS
Doom open. 8:30 a. in.

All sales Final

HALL-WOOTEN CLOTHING CO.

Vutio:kiecys.'

201

u• 3, 1959

Land

idea of another. But here is thf
who lost his head during the was produced by people who were ja growing. I remember once at- tary never came back.
difference. That person is Intel
French Revolution which began not standardized persons; if any- tending
party. In one group a
The cult has spread to telewith the calling of the Estates thing in oemonon they have, it visiting dignitary of some note vision. If one producer has success ligent enough to do what tht
other has not or can not.
wife, will gather in the conference General in 1789.
seems a regard for the personal
was asked his opinion on a parti- with a horse opera, fifteen parais
creLtiveness
foreroom for tie formal reception.
and
image
In doing anything progressivt
he
man;
bad
a
Louis was not
cular important subject by the sites sink their tap root into the
Miss Doris Owens, clerk of the never wanted to be king in the most. None ever seemed to have
same stream of green gold. Unable and creative, "I am of the opinior
a
giving
After
hostess.
booting
Court of Appeals, will be joined first place. If he were born a been of the same opinion as that
courteous reply, she replied, "Oh, to make money with their own as that of the last speaker" has ric
in the line by her brother, Al T. tradesman, he might have lived a of the last speaker.
how nice! And you express it so ideas, they willingly use other place and is a sure sign of defeat
Owens of Fulton.
happy and nondescript life making
Today the cult of "the opinions well. By the way. have I shown creative people's idea. In making To learn from and by others is not
At 11 p. m. me Governor and locks and tinkering in his shop of the last speaker is mine, now you little Johnnie's finger paint- money, one far sighted person the same as depending upoa
Mrs. Combs will lead the grand with other mechanical devices. He lets forget about it and have fun" ings." Needless to say the digni- may see more potential in the others for ideas and ability.
down the grand staircase at might have reached old age. But
Circuit Judge Elvis Stahr Sat- march
Capitol
Building to climax the Louis was born to be king. Forced
the
urday at Hickman took under adthere.
ball
Inaugural
Into a political marriage with the
visement the case of former Jailer
young Hapsburg princess, he
Earl Tibbs' suit against the City
NOTEBOOKnever became part of Marie Anof Fulton and Fulton County for
toinette's activities ofgaity and
payment of $1,200.00, which he
continued from Page One
existence. Louis was an
carefree
to
pocket
feed
out
own
used
of his
As you hear the inaugural acthe prisoners sent to the county tivities over WFUL please know introvert; Marie Antoinette the
extrovert.
Jail by the City of Fulton.
that I will be thinking of all of
Perhaps if the times had been
think
to
remember
please
Tibbs
resigned you and
Last week Mr.
his pisition as jailer, and Buster of Bert Combs in your prayers for stable, Louis could have placidly
Shuck was named to fill out his his guidance in heading a big, an left th matters of state in the
term, by County Judge J. C. Important state government. And hands of capable ministers and
Bondurant.
until I talk with you again have continued to pursue his harmless
diversions. But the times were not
Back in July 1958 Judge Bond- a happy inauguration day.
stable; an effectual leader was the
urant issued an edict that the
very thing_ the times needed.
county would not be responsible OUTSTANDINGEveryone is familiar with the
for paying the ration bill for
French Revolution, its causes and
Continued from Page One
prisoners sent to the jail by the
are offered to those young farm- effects.
City of Fulton. The Fulton city
ers selected as best on local,
But Louis XVI, as a character
attorney says that the City of Fuland national levels.
study, shows more than the effect
ton is not responsible, and for state
Each community awardee re- of one man on history. Some
more than a year the county jaila certificate and other might say Louis was a victim of
er had fed the prisoners out of his ceives
of esteem arranged by the his fate; another that he didn't
tokens
own pocket.
sponsoring Junior Chamber. Each have the intelligence to control
first, second and third-place state the situation; still another that he
GENEROUSwinner receives an Outstanding lacked courage and decision.
Young-Firmer plaque. The firstContinued from Page One
Possibly all are right, yet none
incoming traffic at 8 a. m. (C. D. place state winner receives an are absolutely correct about the
T.). Visitors will be parked at all-expense-paid trip to the na- man. But what we can learn from
each edge of town and taken the tional awards program and ban- his experience is disinterest in the
rest of the way by bus and taxi- quet, held in a different region of movements about us can be dicabs. Through traffic will be the United States each year.
sastrous. Conformity even worse.
Supper Right
At the national awards pro- It seems all through history the
•Lb.
mama asicasesui Foos MAW/a.11°
routed around the city, through
gram, a panel of nationally known men who are a little odd or difLewrenceburg ad Versailles.
Pkg.
agricultural experts selects from ferent and who are individualists
At this quadrennial event. hosthe 50 state nominees in attendwith strong aggressiveness are
pitable Frankfort triditionally
ance the nation's Four Outstand- the very ones who achieve their
throws wide her doors. Friends
ing Young Farmers of the year. goal, good or bad.
Lb.
from all over the state are welEach receives a trophy and memor
Much of the world's great art
comed. Great bowls of punch
bership in America's unique farm
eggnog stand filled for casual
1-Lb.
fraternity - America's Outstand) -Lb.
(mai
visitors.
ing Young Farmers,
Bag
And when it comes time to eat
2110
experienced hostesses spread their PLAIN TALL
THEATRE
finest linens and lay out their
Oven
SAT.-SUN. - =MU=
(Comities*/ frees Page 1)
best silver. Sideboards in hunReady Lb.
Lb.
(Starts at 7: and 8:45)
dreds of homes fairly groan with chubby little man wee Xing Louis
"STRANGE& IN MT AIMS"
buffet arrangements of old ham, XVI, the incompetent and blundWith June Allison
turkey, beaten biscuits, salads. ering, indecisive ruler of Prance,
4.b
cakes, and steaming pots of hot
Frozen
coffee.
The most important thing for
inauguration visitors to rememGOLDEN RIPE LARGE
ber is that practically all of the
festivities are held outdoors-so
warm clothing is essential.
Here is the schedule, with all
times Central Daylight:.
Come See You'll Save At A&P
Inaugural parade, 10 a. m.
Oath of office, 1 p. m.
Official reception, 7:30 p. m..
A&P FROZEN
Governor's conference room.
Inaugural balls, 9 p. m. to 1
a. m. at the Capitol Building, the
National Guard Armory. Capital
Hotel. and Stagg Clubhouse.
Cut.
r
Grand march 11 p m. State
FROZEN (Six 6-0s. Cans)
Capitol Building grand staircase.
Prwborri“ 2 ',ill- 39c
AS;ra
The parade, under direction of
grand marshal Harold Travis,
will form in North Frankfort in
time to start marching at 10 a. m.
NUTLEY OLEO
Sav.)
It is expected to include 60 to 75
floats. about 75 bands and drum•
and-bugle corps, and some 1,200
military personnel of the National
Now - Impetove4
Guard and Fort Knox divided into
Sliced
New
six divisions.
Or Halves
Low
Each parade division will be
Pries
headed by a division marshal aCan
Golden Whole Kernel
stride a lively horse except the
marshal heading the military di16-0z.100
vision. He'll ride a jeep.
Can I
G.).3d Qualtty
Delicious Marvel
The parade will head east on
16-0z.
Main Street in North Frankfort.
Can I
cross Memorial Bridge over the
Kentucky River, and swing up
10%-01.
STERLING
All Flavors
Capital Avenue toward its triCan
umphal moment in front of the
Qat. 590
Lb.
In Heusable
grandstand at the bottom of the
Pri69°
11.tes...
steps leading to the Capitol BuildJar
"
1
Cookie Jar
Show your talent as a gift.
ing.
giver ... give a really wanted
Three hours is the estimated
gift ... a gift of glamorous
Americas ;'- avorite Over % Fruit & Nuts
marching time.
Gorham Sterling. in an already.
The ceremonial oath, the solemn
chosen patters, it is always
Jane Parker
climax to the gaiety and pageanneeded . . . most appreciated
Crestwood Assorted
tiry. will open with the invoeation
and will be long remembered.
Light
4 the Rev. Ira McMillen, pastor
Na
I
Serving pieces from $4.25 to
Lb.
of Irene Cole Memorial Baptist
$25.00 ... teaspoons from $3.75.
"3.99
1 "1***A5
Box
Church at Prestonsburg, Combs'
(Federal Tax included.)
Budget plans are available.
pastor.
1-Lb. Dark Lb. 79c - 2 Lb. Dark 1.49
11-0z.
orthmore
Why not drop in or call our
At 7:30 p. m., all of the new
Large tReg.1 This 0190
ream Drops.Covered Box
Bridal Registry counselor today?
elected State officials and their
Week
Ring. Size. IL elie
wives or husbands, along with the
Serving Owe.
or In
12-0z.
Warwick
Chantilly design. Gravy Iodic $13.75i
1
new adjutant general and his
Lb.
21c)
(Reg.
•
Parker
Jane
Box
Choc. Covered
Pia or Cak• Serving ander, $12 SO,
Lemon Fort, 75; Stipa, S000n, $7.00.
Loaves
Buttermilk...
With
Made
All price' Intaude Fed11,01 Toll.
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County Jail Case
Is Taken Under
Advisement

"SUPER-RIGHT" QUAUTY BEEF

TEAK SALE!

one 265

ised
$37.50
$89.95
$64.95
$47.50
$65.00
$12.50
$74.50
$12.50
$22.50
$69.50

_
_
_
_

$ 2.50
$14.95
$ 7.50
$ 9.95

_ 9_4.00
_ $ L95

t
i hre

i.478

STARLITE

AT ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
The

2 690 1
Thick Sliced Bacon 'ctnylinetry
290
Smoked Picnics ihu;P:tr.1 Rh:bign.htk
2 57c
Pork Sausage•l'iphet:,,.„.
690
Leg 10 Lamb C,`„haa°:"I:Crut 3(4)
Lb.
(5
123)Box
25f
Cod Fish Fillets

c
9
8 It 49°

BANANAS

Lb.

Grapefruif=s....

'10 Z69°
39°

Idaho Potatoes 41 .8*,
Tangernes
i

finest

example

Vic:doll Toilet Tissue ( 4::::290
Margarine
37:4V
rowanee Facial Tissue
3 17.-85°
Del Monte Peaches
Lb.890
6
Mana Corn
Sultana Peas
et
Whit'
::
:
.
Z
Sauerkraut
A&P
Ice Cream
101Cans
Tomato Soup
.4
Euitana Peanut Butter
Christmas Candies
FRUIT CAKES

fine

5
art of gift

giving

o44(t/iit,

1

"111111RLif441 is
FOR NOW..

C
35, CherrieS

In all
mtterns

Personal
Size

Powder

:
70 t
7
GP1
:

Deodorant
Floral Or Spies

.WHILE IT LASTS

.50

EXCHANGE
re Si.

Ky.

207 Church

Northern Tissue4 33ft
3::350
Napkins
4 a- 290
Ivory Soap
32g
Vel Soap
e 79g
z
Florient
Ivory Snow 33( 7110.
Reynolds Wrap EFer:29f
Northern
Luncheon

29c Roll

FURNITURE CO.

a

Rolls

19c and

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE

Phone 35
309 Commercial

Phone 899

4

Chocolates

Angel
d Food
Brea

TS

6 ::"1'7
Ii,

ri- it 4 4 4
,11•
A&P ORANGE JUICE Ctn.4

of the

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUT!

Orange Juice

g.
PLI7

1"

29'
490

2 a- 43c
Zest Soap
Duz Soap Powder 78c
Oxydol with 33c 78c
32c Tzt74g
Tide
Blue Cheer 32( 77g
PLka9

3.t.r1"nt

PLk°9

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat. Dec. 5
00"

II

11111/rit AttAtatiC a PAlltIC Vita Murray

rood
Stores
.1 t•
alialllitira MINIM. 0000 00111(tallol*/11S9

The Nevi
ployed by the Ferry-Morse Seed
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Co.
MicAliater, 21, son of Mr. and
back. who was a great asset to the
Mrs. Randle McAlister, Haute 1,
Bulldogs in their successful 1959
is a graduate of Fulton High
season, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
From The FHB "Kennel"—
School and attended Murray State
Charles Andrews. This is the first
Writing an essay? You must College. He is a member of Pi
Year for the "most valuable playThe Senior Girl Scout troop,
be if you are in the sophomore, Kappa Alpha fraternity.
er award", and it is hoped that it
composed of Linda Roddie, SusJunior or senior class. Yes, we are
will become an annual custom.
anne Johnson, Patsy Stalling,
FULDA, GERMANL (AHTNC)
racking our brains, the mail servGladys Worley, Linda Sandling,
There were six candidates for
ice, the libraries, and anything —Army Pfc. H. D. Poyner. 18.
Philip Andrews, Bulldogs fullKatie Brown, and Judy Burton,
honor. Andrews finished the
the
PoyA.
Noris
elm we can, to find information sou or Mr. and Mrs.
back and Fulton High senior, was
are serving as nurses aides at the
with the top rushing total
season
ner, Route 1, Hickman, Ky., com- named the "most valuable player"
on forest conservation.
Fulton Hospital. Patsy Smith Rose
for the Bulldogs backfield. He
border
of
tour
one-week
a
pleted
Reelat
dinner
fan-sponsored
a
at
be
will
theme
our
of
topic
The
is a former member.
gained 833 yards in 107 carries
"How Forest Conservation Bene- patrol duty Nov. 22 with the 14th foot Lake last week. The selection
The girls formed the troop last
and had a 7.9 per carry average,
in
Regiment
Calvary
Armored
the
members
of
was made by
fits My Community", a 1,000
a total of 40 points for the
year on October 13, and, since
Germany.
Bulldog squad and a trophy was with
word or less essay.
Against Martin he gained
there was no opportunity for them
season.
The primary mission of the presented to Andrews from the
This is an essay sponsored by
129 yards. This was his third year
to be Mariner Scouts, they dedinner.
the
sponsored
who
fans,
surveilconstant
the
is
regiment
ttie Louisville Courier-Journal
cided to be Nurses Aides at the
as a Bulldog letterman.
In co-operation with The Ken- lance of NATO's Fulda Gap, a 100
The six foot, 183 pound fullFulton Hospital where their leadNURSES AIDES give smiles to make any patient tucky Association of Soil Conser- mile segment of the Iron Curtain
HIGH'S
FULTON
Several Southeastern Conference
er, Mrs. Frank LeMaster, is a reg- feel better. Included are (Back Row, L. to K.) Katie Brown, Gladys
have shown an interest
Schools
to
the
as
gateway
which
serves
SepIn
Army
the
tion.
entered
Fulda,
ve
istered nurse. This plan was put Worley, Linda Sandbag. (Front Row, L. to R.) Linda Boddie (Partiand also in Merrell
Andrews
in
basic
Berlin.
will
there
completed
and
For
the
awards
1958
state
tember
before the Bear Creek Council for ally hidden), Patsy Stallhut, Judy Burton, Susanne Johnson, sponthe top linemen on
of
one
Davis.
Knox,
Fort
to
Bond
at
be a $100 U. S. Savings
Poyner, a tank loader crewman combat training
approval
sors Patsy Holder, and Jean LeMaxters.
the squad.
be given away, a $75 U. S. Sav- In the regiment's Company C in Ky.
Finally in January,..fter months
successfully completing a re- ways been there.
ings Bond for the second place
of waiting, the girls learned that after
Each girl was assigned a cer- winner, and a $50 U. S. Savings
five-point program. They
quired
hospital
the
in
they could work
durtime
certain
then had to take a 10-hour train- tain floor and a
Bond for the third place winner.
ing program, in which they learn- ing which to work. When time
District awards will be a $25
ed how to change beds; take came to change floors, most of the U. S. Savings Bond to the first
pulse, temperature, and respira- girls didn't want to change, so the place winner in each of the 121
tion; clean rooms; and perform ones who preferred to were allow- soil conservation districts.
many other srvices. The girls all ed to stay where they were.
The school award will be a cerAt first a few of the girls were
AU types of Insurance
knew that if they once started
the writer of
He knows exactly wbat he wants . . . and so do
they could not quit until thirty afraid that they might not like tificate of merit for
the work, but they all enjoyed it the essay judged best.
SAVE ! GET our
hours work was completed.
we! We make it our business to know the kind of
Entries must be turned in by
so much that they are starting
that men prefer. . . so why not make it your
styles
On the week of April 20, they again this week. A fev/ of the December 1, 1959.
PACKAGE DEAL
started working at the Fulton girls have decided to go on into
business to do all your gift-shopping for MEN.
"Covering everyddne
Hospital. The first week was the occupational therapy and work in
here!
News From Our
hardest because they were all a some of the rest homes here in
422 Lake St.
Fulton, while the other girls have
Boys In The
These 4N little scared, but after that, they
Fulton, Ky.
decided to stay on at the hospital.
alhad
went right on as if they
White Dress Shirts
Every girl in the troop has
learned a great deal about first aid
and hospital care. and some of
FORT BELVO1R, VA. (AHTthem are even thinking about go• • • •
NC)—Army Pvt. Joseph D. Newing into professional nursing.
of
Dave
and
son
Mr.
Mrs.
bern,
Just in case you think that this
work is a breeze, you have another Newbern, 210 Holder St., Fulton,
think coming. Although each of Ky., completed basic engineer
colorful sport
the girls thoroughly enjoys work- training Nov. 6 at Fort Belvoir,
ing in the hospital, it IS hard Va.
shirts
Newbern received instruction
work.
in map reading, bridge, road and
Famous Brand
airfield construction, and mine
warfare.
Gift Ideas - - - The 22-year-old soldier entered
shoes
JARMAN
the Army in August 1959 and
HICKOK belts, jewelry
completed basic combat training
Dinner meetings at Western and at Fort Hood, Tex.
McGREGOR sweaters
SAVE MONEY
famous neckwear
Crutchfield wound up the annual
He was graduated from Weakand jackets
Farm Bureau get togethers for Icy High School, Martin, Tenn.,
ON REPAIRS
1959.
HOLEPROOF Sox
in 1955 and attended Tennessee A
At Western Thomas Kemp was and I State Universitiy in Nashre-elected president; Odell Yates, ville.
Don't wait for little TV
vice-president; and Charles Mctroubles to grow into
Mullin, secretary-treasurer. Ray- FORT SILL, OKLA. (AHTNC)
big ones. Call us at the
ford Duke was re-elected presi- —Two soldiers from Fulton,
trouble.
of
first sign
dent of the Crutchfield organiza- Ky., Privates Robert R. Kirby
Depend on our expert
tion; C. A. Binford vice-presi- and Walter H. McAlister, iue
•
• • •
service.
dent; and Neal Little, secretary- receiving eight weeks of adtreasurer.
vanced individual artillery trainRoads Lead To
All
ing at The Artillery and Missile
Antenna,
FOUTH-LONGEST DAM
Center, Fort Sill, Okla. The train'
The fourth-longest dam in the ing is scheduled to be completed
Kentucky
United States creates
Dec.. 4.
Lake, one of the largest manThey are being trained in the
made lakes in the world. The duties of a cannoneer in a 105
giant dam is across the Tenn- millimeter howitzer section.
Phone 307
Main Street
essee River near Benton, by.
The men entered the Army last
August and
completed
basic
training at Frot Knox. Ky.
Kirby, son of Mx. and Mrs.
Aaron L. Kirby, Route 1, is a
1958 graduate of Fulgham HighMayfield, Ky.
South Side Square
School, Before entering the Army,
the 19-year-old soldier was ern-

Scouts Serve as Nurses Aidesat Hospital

From TkeHi "Kennel"—

English Classes Do
Conservation Themes

Andrews Named
Most Valuable"
Ball Player

Di
(Der
for
Mrs. Lelan
spent Thanks
visiting Mrs.
A. L. Gunter
Members c
enjoyed a ha

Most Corn]

Here's A Man's Idea
OF CHRISTMAS!

Dewey joh7"—Ison

INANNATTAII

KNOX RATS
$10. 95, up
• • • •
CHAMP HATS
$8.50, up
••• •

SERVICE

$tN

PkGREGOR
$4.N, up

Kemp And Duke
Elected Presidents

WEMBLEY

$1.50 up to $5

WRY WORRY ABOUT SIZES ? ??
USE OUR GIFT CERTIFICATE!

SERVICE
REPAIR

REECE H.

Roper Television

BARTON'S

306

!KENS' WEAR

BEST BIKE BUY
OF THE MONTH!

Sdtwaut TORNADO

Ask For These Onisinding

95

Hiram Walker Products

.
2C Oft 26
BOYS'OR
GIRLS'

stronger
tobsolor steel rinks
• Bedrkany
forged frame
• Georonesed as hag'
as you own
• Nye Bows

TRICYCLES

$9.95 up

KIDDIE CARS

WAGONS

and

All Sizes

Our

alit]

ALl
time
cnie
and
to
his
exte
inst
to
cou
one
of
or
On
eve

COI

$2.79 up

TRACTORS

dove/ starts hers
CHARLIE SCATES STORE
LAKE STREET

"ELEGANT IN TASTE - UNCOMMONLY GOOD"

The Supply is short - - - Hap.
ry.. before _our .stock_ is _exhausted! Due to the steel strike
we will probably not be able to
get any morel

HUR
—an
a lot
why
abou
bake
forge
to pi
way
the

FULTON, KY.

13.F.Goodrich tires

Hiram Walker's ,
TEN HIGH
4 Years Old: 90 proof

"Knowledgeable people
buy Imperial." 30%
straight Whiskies, 6 years
or more old; 70% grain
neutral spirits

WALKER'S DELUXE
Not four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS OLD.
Straight Bourbon Whiskey; 8 Years. 86.8 Proof

CANADIAN CLUB
Its the "Best in the
House" in 87 Lands! Six
years old, 90.4 Proof
Fifth

$6.25

$3.40

Pint

$3.95

$1.70

1,4 Pint

$2.00

Fifth

$4.00

Fifth

3.95

Fifth

Pint

$2.50

Pint

$2.45

Pint

14 Pint

$1.30

li Pint

$1.25

of
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we
the

1,42 Pint

$5.40

of
to
so
•
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WALKER, INC.: WALKERVILLE - PEORIA
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Miss Betty Canady, who exChanged her marriage vows with
Jerry Mack Cutler of Obion SunThe News r•ports your -. day at the Second Baptist church,
was complimented recently at a
dinner party given at the Park
Terrace in Fulton by the Ada Sunday School class of the Second
Baptist church.
A colorful fall arrangement centered the white draped table. The
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
honoree was presented with a
pair of wall plaques by the memfor your pleasure and your scrapbook)
bers of the class.
at
Miss Canady was attired in a
Monday
evening
Cafe
Derby
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Ouida
blue jersey designed with a low,
spent Thanksgiving Day in Paris 7:30.
rounded neckline centered with a
visiting Mrs. Jewell's sister, Mrs.
self bow and brief sleeves. She
A. L. Gunter and family.
complemented her attire with
Seed
ore
Ferry-M
Employees of
ty Tues- pearl jewelry and red kid accesdinner-par
a
enjoyed
Co.
Lodge
Moose
the
of
Members
sories.
the Park Terrace.
enjoyed a barbecue supper at the day night at
Those attending the event other
than members of the class arid the
honoree were Miss Peggy Land
Most Complete
and Mrs. Annie Toland.

Diary of Doin's

"Early American Shop"

In This Area!

IMMINIME

Mon on "rower Arranement." She
had an_ assorted selection of flowand leaves she had dried with
which to work. She told the
group to strive for:
Good linear pattern. Balance,
An interesting silhouette, Harmony. Expression, distinction, and
originality in flower arrangement.

Miss Janet Allen, daughter of
Battle of Perryville
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Allen of
Fulton, and Ken Winston, son of
The Battle of Perryville in
Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Winston of
October, 1882, was one of the
East State Line, were the two Ful- bloodiest fought in the War Beton High graduates named.
tween the States. It ended Confederate attempts to gain posof Kentucky.
session
Ads
ed
Read the Classifi

Delbert Wood spent t h e
Thanksgiving holidays in Fisher,
Ill, with relatives. While there he
went pheasant hunting. He returned here Sunday night and
Monday returned to school at
Memphis State University.

Ethan Allen

1:61
'
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UVIN

Union City. Tennessee

Telephone
Talk
by
H. D. HAYS
Your Telephone Manager

Ky.
simmish.

or hurry
HURRY CHRISTMAS! Well, will it be merry—
leaving
by
merry
—around your house? Why not make it
e,
instanc
For
ne!
telepho
a lot of holiday duties up to your
just
for
shop
to
gifts,
order
why not use your phone to
up the
about anything you need during the holidays. Ring
Don't
chair!
easy
your
from
grocer
the
florist,
bakery, the
people
invite
forget the phone's a quick and cheery way to
the fastest
to parties. And with Long Distance, you've got
and visit
friends,
old
greet
way possible to make plans,
s.
So, use
holiday
the
for
home
get
the folks who can't
time,
as
Christm
—at
wiwth"
it's
all
or
one—"f
your teleph
time!
all the

4400,0446.
fate at Christmas
ALL TIED UP—isn't that usually Dad's
or handkeror
shirts
socks
time? And if it isn't tics, it's
the old boy
on
up
gang
not
%shy
cniefs. This Christmas
ng
somethi
and give him
to really put a gleam in
his eye—his own personal
extension phone! Can be
installed anywhere he likes
to relax in private. Of
course, Dad's not the only
one who'd get a batg out
of an extension phone. Sis
or Brother or Mother or
Grandmother—just about
everyone would love the
convenience and pleasure
of an extension phone.
Colors to suit everyone,
too. Just call our Business
Office and say the word—
we'll be glad to handle all
the details.

4oiskswas.
telecast
TUNE IN on Sunday, December 6 for a repeat
ays
"Gatew
m,
progra
Series
Science
ne's
Telepho
of Bell
show,
ting
to the Mind." I'm sure you'll enjoy this stimula
er.
so watch for time and channel in your newspap

Miss Eugenia Harris, a student
at Monticello School for Girls, at
Alton, m., spent the Thanksgiving
holidays in Fulton visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford
and family.
Dr. Glenn Bushart was admitted
to the Baptist Hospital in Memphis Friday morning.
The November meeting of the
Cayce Homemakers Club was held
recently in the country home of
Mrs. W. C. Sowell and Miss Alice
Sowell. The rooms were decorated
with dried flower and fruit arrangements.
In keeping with the season, the
theme of Mrs. Lyle Shuck's devotional was "Thanksgiving". She
read from the Psalms and gave the
poem, "We Give Thanks."
Eighteen members and two visitors, Mrs. J. F.. Logan and Mrs.
W. B. Rice, were present. The roll
call was answered by each one
giving a line from a song of
Thanks or Praise.
After the covered-dish dinner.
Miss Alice Sowell gave a discus-

Mayfield Market
WELL BE HELD

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10
first Air-Cured marFour big, well-lighted warehouses are now receiving. The
in 1934, many years
ket in Western Kentucky was established in MAYFIELD
tobacco at West Kenbefore the other market opened. Sell your air - cured
tucky's oldest and finest market — MAYFIELD.
AT MAYFIELD
4-H and PTA Junior Show and Sale here December 14
LOOSE LEAF FLOORS

MAYFIELD TOBACCO MARKET
"Wen Kentucky's Oldest. Largest and Finest"

J. B. HUIIIIIIES LOOSE LEAF FLOORS
MAYFIELD LOOSE LEAF nom
LIGON BROTHERS
MAYFIELD TOBACCO COMPANY

ihrporely Prepared—
Wash od—Laborstoey
Tossed—Fro* Surolos
—Easy se Piro. Petfoctly abed foe funisoo,
soovo, stokes.

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone SI

SHAINBERG'S
1111111111111111111111111MillOi
Union City, Tennessee

Dresden, Tennessee
DIteeden 8402
Please mid flift report a
loured &Wags Associations

More for your

GIFT MONEY

e44441.4 c.d....4 Sala
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY; DEC. 3-4-5
First Quality Muslin Sheets
• Yellow • Pink
• 72" x 108
• Fitted twin
_
bottom

* Green

* Blue

Lilac

• 81" x 108"
• Fitted double
bottom

Mena' Regular $2.99

Broadcloth Pajamas

$2.22

2.09

Handsome, full-cut pajamas are
exceptionally well made. Sanforized broadcloth in washfast
stripes or all-over prints, in
beautiful color combinations.
Sizes A. B. C, D.

2.29

Matching Pillowcases

2 for 95c

EARN

MAXIMUM
SAFETY

4WIMMIeeleseMle

AT THE

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chambers,
Mr. and Mrs. Oris Bondurant of
Akron, Ditto. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Nugent of Winchester, Ky., Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Beadles of Monroe, La., have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt. Mr. and
Mrs. L. Nugent left last week for
Winter Haven. Fla. to spend the
winter. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Chambers will go to Elreno. Okla.
to make their home.

Mr. and Mrs. Kellie Lowe, Sr.
of Fulton had as their Thanksgiving holiday guests their children, Kellie Lowe. Jr.. a student
at Purdue, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller and son, Joe Kellie Miller. of
Springfield, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
Jere Lowe of Memphis. Mr. and
Mrs. John Floyd and four children of Kuttawa, Ky.

Ky.

OPENING SALES

Two Fulton High grads, both
valedictorians of their classes,
were among the 32 Murray State
College students chosen f o r
"Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities" for 1959-

Mrs. Buddy Carver was honored
on her birthday with a dinner
given by the Jolly Twelve Birthday Club at the Park Terrace
Restaurant Tuesday night, Nov.
24.
Following the dinner the group
went to the borne of Mrs. Elmer
Mansfield, for games.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Eph
Dawes, Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett,
Mrs. Buddy Carver and Mrs.
Mansfield.
Late in the evening refreshments of cake and punch were
served.
The club's Christmas party will
be held Dec. 10 at the home of
Mrs. Vernon McAlister.
Those present Tuesday night
were: Mrs. Carver, Mrs. Dawes.
Mrs. Bennett, Mrs. Gilbert Brown,
Mrs. James Matheny, Mrs. Loube
Buckingham, Mrs. Harry Bloodworth, Mrs. James Fuller, Mrs.
Jake Cardwell, Mrs. Jewell McClain, Mrs. Leland Jewell. Mrs.
Vernon McAlister, and Mrs.
Mansfield.

Tallest Monument
The tallest solid-concrete monument in the United State:
stands at the birthplace of Jetferson Davis in Todd County.

AIR - CURED TOBACCO GROWERS

Mils. Thomas Sublette and daughter. Phyllis, visited in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Breeden
and Dale and also visited in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Sublette. They have returned to
their home in Danville.

atoms from more than 230 pieces
s
of Ethan Ailest Early America
Furniture by Satenritter, to anevere
FURNITURE all pour storage and decorative
Deeds. Open stock for bedroom, livFOR FAMILY
ing room, dining room and family
G room needs. Waiting tot you °owl
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so.

BOYS $4.99

DRESSES

DRESS SLACKS
388

Lustrous pima cotton that needs
little or no ironing'

Rich acrilan-rayon fabric has a
wash-wear finish, comes in your
choice of solid colors. Ivy styling with excellent tailoring details. Sizes 8 to 18.

Sizes 3 to fix

7 to 14

298 398
A beautiful quality pima cotton
with a wash-wear finish — the
same fabric as in far more costly
dresses. Wide. wide skirts, extra
deep hems, pretty trims. Gay
holiday colors.

NAIR
11001115
Cl,'

—

0312C----

Save On Toys — — Save On Literally Hundreds Of Items Not Mentioned

Here!

Ii
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
Tux laws wassia.. ex=

Clarke Sionthwant—
Ms. Carey Friel&•
usual.
seemesmemer
Mrs. Harvey Donoho
Mr.
and
Mrs. Hanle Hainline and Mrs.
Thanksgiving dinner guests el
Marguerite Stephens visited the Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Maytag' and family and Mrs. Roy Vincent
left Tuesday night for Akron.
l'remon Riekmans recently.
were Kr. and Mrs. Roy Cruel, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Yates of Mrs. Monte: Oliver, Cynthia and Ohio, to spend the Thanksgiving siege frees Ito resslass.
'The sun is shining this mornholidays with their children. the Item Raid be *pied bid
ing but its sure cold. It seems near Wing° were Sunday gutting of Monette.
Artell Vincent family and the masa will be asmitiell fries
their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Whiter is coming earlier than
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Garland and Johnny Rickman family. They re- publican= If eimpseetell.
J. D. Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates visit- family of Jackson, Tenn.. and turned home Sunday and had a
ed his brother and family, Mr. Miss Sarah Pafford of Memphis, nice visit.
November 25, 1959
and Mrs. Min Yates. Thanksgiv- Tenn, spent the Thanksgiving
Rev. Janus Holt filled his reging Day. Other visitors were Mr. holidays with their parents, Rev. ular appointment at New Salem Mr. Paul Westphaling
and Mrs. Warren Pafford.
and Mrs. B. G. Lowery.
Baptist church the past Sunday Fulton County News
Tty the New Chain Saw
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and at 11 a.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Fuqua
in. and the evening serv- Felton. Kentucky
son,
Howard,
St.
of
Louis,
Mo.,
Champ...the NEW
were the weekend guests of her
ice. The public is invited to worholidays
with
the
spent
Mrs.
Ella
Dear Mr. Westphaling:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
ship at each service.
Holly and Mr. Sam Burns and
Coltharp.
Mrs. Ed Frields continues to
Thank you so very much for the
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Adams of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns.
Improve at her home near here.
Thanksgiving
guests
of
Mr.
and
help
extended by your paper in
Laabra, Calif., are visiting here
She is still in bed because of her
now as guests of Mr. W. L. Hol- Mrs. A. Simpson were Mr. and hip injured about four weeks ago. our recent Fund Drive.
land and Mlle and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jack Lavine. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mitchell
Curtsinger and son of Chicago, IlL
The support of your paper gave
Goebel McClure.
and baby son, Mark, of Lexington,
and
as
Mr.
Mrs. Lemuel Simpson. Ky., spent
as taw
our
organization a big push toMr. and Mrs. J. C. House spent
Friday afternoon with
Thanksgiving Day with their dau- Fredia and Jack, of Fulton. Miss grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed ward its goal, and for that we are
0110915°*
Mary Ann Simpson of Murray.
ghter, Mrs. Earl Wray.
Frields. Both are students of the truly grateful.
Masa
Most of all, howSunday visitors in the W. L. and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry University of Kentucky and 'Pent
ever, we are convinced that your
and
ddie
et
Cayce.
Rowland home were Mr. and Mrs.
Thanksgiving holidays in Padu- personal
interest in the Girl
Thanksgiving dinner guests of
L. A. Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Jess
cah. Ky., guests of parents. Mr.
Goodwin and Paula Faye. Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Damon Vick were and- Mrs. Earl Mitchell and Mr.
Mrs. J. B. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Granklyn and and Mrs. Troy Gill.
of St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and
o. F. Taylor. Evrvin and Mariellen son
Mr. Cecil Davis has returned
Mrs. John Jones and George, Mr.
Rowland. and Goebel McClure.
home from Moire, hospital
and
Harry
Mrs.
Barber
and
Janice
1611
SOT Dearth St.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
after having undergone surgery
of Fulton. Mr. and Mrs. Cliff there two weeks
ago. He LS doing
Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowfine which his many friends will
ery and Quaretha.
be grad to hear.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
Andy spent the weekend with Mr.
— Go Out To A Movie!
and Mrs. Kenneth Wade of Kings"it COSTS NO MORE
Open Every
port Taw
Mrs. Edna Alexander spent the
TO HAVE THE BEST'
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
weekend with Mrs. Ethel Oliver
The
Twin-Citles
AA
group bed
Adm. 15c — 50c
and family in Memphis, Tenn.
Jimmy Williams, a student at their weekly meeting last Thugs- We Nave Funeral Services in
Price Ranges to Pit Your
Illinois University at Champagne day with an members pram& A
Financial Circumstances.
spent the holidays with his Par- Board at Direstors was timed end
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Memel Wil- C progress was given oft itle You Will Not Mad Prices More
Reasonable Anywhere in
founders of A. A. by the president
liams.
that
this Area.
of the RSVP.
Stmday
dinner
guests
et
Mrs.
young
with
4..In a =Atkin picture aglow
The pgthrlatis week officers
Daisie
Bondurant
and
Clarice
by,and adventure.
Cadillac Ambulance Service
were Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette were e•ctel and the group chose
and llestand Mrs. Malcolm Iver- as their name. ririn-Cities A. A.
(*Tien EiluiPPed
This grasp was organized with the
MAUL
intentidis
el
helping
the
alcholics
Miss Elaine Bellew and Miss
Annelle Fowler, students of Lam- of the Twth-Cities and the sur- "When You Call Us
To Serve You"
beth College, spent the holidays roundibg areas. Anyone interested
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. may contact the group by phoning
Wilson Fowler and Mr. and Mrs. 68 or 859.
i.e
Richard Bellew.
Is
Rxplered Canadair.
More than 150 miles Or ex408 EDDrNGS
BURR PISTOL
plored corridors in Mammoth
The pistol used by Aaron Burr Cave are open for tours.
In his duel with Alexander Hamilton is on display in the senate
chamber of the Old State House,
Frankfort, headquarters of the
Kentucky Historical Society.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2
By tem 0. F. Tayter

Scout Fund Drive was a big factor
In our success.

The Fulton Tire Department
was called out Monday night at T
BEAR CM* GIRL SCOUT o'clock to near Kingston's Store,
COUNCIL
when grease in the motor of the
Doris 1. lair (Mrs. Donald) Boy Scout bus caught Arc The
tire was out when the firs truck
Executive Director
arrived.
Read the Ciamiffed Ads

Read the Claasined Ads
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Double Feature
— Program —
Friday & Saturday
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CAROL LYNLET
STUART WHITMAN
ARTHUR O'CONNELL
DOR STEVENS
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•i MEM SUR

fatly were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Eerson.
Rev. and Noranm Crittenden
visited Mr. and Mrs. Oilie J.
Yates on Sunday.
Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance
Jones were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. 0.
Taylor on Thanksgiving.

See Our Ad In

KENTUCKY FARMER

BONUS DAYS ARE HERE

DEAL NOW
ybur 1960
machinery needs
Pay You ts Big

Eallyt Trader's

BONUS!
•Collect at the rate of 6% eh yolk
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•Get double value. .a cash bonus plus
IH features, quality
•The sooner you deal ... the more
you save

• Let us figure your deal TODAY!
Ai( Paul Nailling Implement Co.
Fulton

Phone 16
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ANTHONY M. LAINE
..
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Extra Added — Latest News!!
Starts Wednesday, Dec. 2nd!

When you buy your feed from The Browder Milling Company at Fulton, Kentucky you buy
direct from the manufacturer to you. We have our own feed manufacturing equipment, including dry mixers, molasses mixer, pellet mill and machine for making crumbles. All our
quality feeds are registered with the Tennessee Department of Agriculture and with the

Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station. All feeds are guaranteed.
Save yourself money and still get top quality feed by letting Browder Milling Company fill
your feed needs.
Listed below are 1101110 of the fine feeds manufactured by The Browder Milling Company:

Browder's 40% Hog Supplement
Browder's 35% Nog Suppleassi
tro*iier'S Pig & Sow Feld

Browder's 11% Pig Staffer
Brvwder's Special 14% Hog Radom

Biddies Choice Laying Mask or Pellets
Browder': Chick Starter Mask or Crumbles
Browder': Chick Grower Mash or Pellets
Sweet 16% Dairy Feed
Big 16% Dairy Feed
Browder's Calf Grower
Also BROWDER has corn, corn chops. bran, shorts.
scratch feed. cob mix, oats. granite grit. oyster
shells. mineralized salt, plain salt, Stockade Mineral, meal, flour, hog feeders and other items too
numerous to mention.

WE ALSO DO CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

BROWDER
MILLING COMPANY INCORPORATED
Fulton, Kentucky
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Alec Guinness - Bette Davis In
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(All these feeds in mash or pellets)
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State Brucellosis Program Now
Involves 91 Counties, Including Fulton
testing phase) and are awaiting
official declaration, while 19
counties are in the petitioning
phase.
Singer said the goal is to have
R. H. kinger, state veterinarian, 30 modified-certified brucellosis
says that Kentucky now has 28 (free)• areas (counties) by year's
"modified certified brucellosis end.
areas." They are Anderson, Bracken. Calloway, Campbell. Carter,
Elliott, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Hopkins. Jackson, Johnson. Lawrence, Lincoln (Metcalfe, Morgan,
Rockcastle. Rowan, Simpson,
The average weekly food costs
Todd, Trigg, Trimble. Warren
for the United States is about $32
and Wolfe.
for a family of four. U-T ExtenThere are 21 counties in the sion Home Management Specitesting phase of the program, alist, LaVeme Farmer reported.
Singer said; another 25 have Following the United States Decompleted petitioning (for the partment of Agriculture's moderate-cost food budget plan, food
economists estimate food coats to
average about $34 in the Northeast. $33 in the West, $31 in the
Northcentral region and $28 in
the South.
"Three food budget plans. the
low-cost, the moderate-cost, and
the liberal plan have been setup
by the USDA which suggests a44.,
oy • 11
of
mounts of 11 food groups to purt4 t
I(
‘143
-..
chase for a balanced, nutritious
NEW
diet." Miss Farmer said. Each plan
is designed to conform to the food
buying habits of the various income groups.
"The cost estimates are based
on July, 1959 for prices in retell
stores in Boston for the Northeast,
Los Angeles for the West, St.
Fells trees up to 3 feet In diLouis for the Northcentral region,
ameter. Cuts 18 trees In 18
and Atlanta for the South. Average prices for the entire United
seconds. Only 187 pounds.
States are used to makes estimates
Famous HomeUte quality.
of national food costs.
lien•MO 96/AONSTRATION
"The average weekIP family
Ø1u aul
VO6farm
food bill varies from region to
region, not only because of differences in local prices, but also
because of regional food buying
Maass 169 habits. For example, a Southern
24/ 1. 419

There are now 91 Kentucky
counties in the brucelleilk Metrol
program, the UK Centent1910 ExINDIC
tension Service said

Average Family's
- Food Cost Is $28

On Every Farm
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Barnette Tractor Co.

DID YOU KNOW?
a U. S. Veteran of any of the wars,
which our country has been engaged, that your
Honorable Discharge entitles you to a flag to drape
the casket and a $250.00 burial allowance, also
other benefits which you check over with the Veterans' Administration office. Be sure your Honorable Discharge is handy, where your family can get
If you are

It quickly in the event of an emergency.
- We are service officers for the American Legion
and will be glad to assist you with any problems
related to Veterans Benefits.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
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Fulton, Ky.
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IP Tears Continues Service
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GOV. MAGOFFIN
Kentucky Gov. Beriah Magof•
•
fin, a Confederate sympathizer.
resigned his office in August, 18the Shinto relgion.
62. when the Legislature became
Japan's scheme of conquest was pro-Union in sentiment.
aimed toward the establishment of
the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere. with Japan at the
head and other nations as "cooperating partners." First to be included in GEACS were the lands
of Korea, Taiwan, Karafuto, ManWhen the Japanese planned chukuo, and New China, Nilikich
their attack on Pearl,-Harbor and had been acquired by 1937.
the conquest of other Pacific
islands, they thought this show of
"Moat of the Japanese leaders
... For The Mn And Boys On Your
force would lead peace-loving A- appeared to agree that the bounmericans to take a conciliatory at- daries of GEACS should reach as
Shopping List! Top Quality — Low Prices!
titude toward their blueprint for far as Thailand, French Indoan empire in East Asia, according China. Malaya, and Burma in the
• Suits
to a University of Tennessee southwest, and the Philippines,
study concerning the Dec. 7 de- Bornea, and the Netherland East
• Sport Coats
bacle of 18 years ago.
Indies. including New Guinea and
• Topcoats
However, as history has shown. New Caledonia, in the southeast,"
Get two Suits or
the Japanese couldn't have been Mr. Jo pointed out.
• Slacks
and Topcoat
Suit
more wrong in "reading" the ASome of the more-ambitious
• Shoes
or Suit and Sport
merican mind, pointed out Yung- Japanese leaders also wanted to
Hwan Jo, U-T Korean student include Australia. New Zealand,
• Shirts
Coat for the price
who made the study of Japanese and India in GEACS.
of one
• Jackets
policies prior to and during World
Japan's greed proved her unWar II. Mr. Jo recently received doing, Mr. Jo pointed out. He said
• Hats
plus $1.00!
his master's degree from U-T.
Japan was the natural heir to
•
Robes
Overpopulated and economical- Europe's decaying power in Asia,
ly depressed, Japan set out on a
series of conquests in the 1930's
which netted two neighboring
Islands and parts of the Chinese DUTCH MILL MOTEL
21 IOU IL It LSI- tl lt 1N 11
mainland. Not satisfied with these
WI, held. h
territorial gains, Japanese leaders
oo II or I 4,1 ,I) -.1 Il t I !)
launched an empire-building war
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These leaden were spurred
Mr. Jo pointed out, by a false
sense of invincibility and by the
traditional belief in a "special
Japanese mission" in the world —
a belief which drew strength from
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Factory
OUTLET STORE

family following the moderatecoat food plan tends to buy more
poultry and fish and fewer expensive cuts of meat than a family
In the North. In addition, Southern families buy more -flour for
home baking than families in
other regions who buy more of
their grain products in the form
of baked goods."

For your old suit, topcoat, sport coat and
slacks on ANY brand new one in our
stock. We also will allow $2.50 for your
old slacks on a new pair!
Help yourself to clothing savings during
this promotion. BUT most important
help some unfortunate person have a
nice Christmas ... BECAUSE, we are
going to turn your old clothing over to
the proper agency for distribution to the
needy!

shorts.

$44.50 to $65.00
TOPCOATS — $37.50 to $50.00
SPORT COATS — $22.50 and up
SLACKS $12.95 and up

oyster

SUITS —

Mierins too

Remember....
Bring in you
old garments.
Repardless of
condition. We
will trade!

Mayfield and Murray

Japanese Plans
Failed In Attack
On Pearl Harbor

Trade - In Allowance

wales
'diets

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS

w=s

REECE'S BIG, PRE - CHRISTMAS
TRADE-IN EVENT
$500

ay fill

but made the mistake of warring
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against the Western powers whose
colonial dominance she was imiby Indians while making salt at
SALT MANUFACTURED
tating.
Blue Licks — until the
Lower
'The Korean student said he
Salt was one of the principal
feels that Japan could have sur- manufactures of Kentucky from Civil War.
vived as a nation after acquiring about 177 — the year Daniel
its first holdings—Formosa, Man- Boone and others were captured
Read the Classified Ads
churia, Korea, and New China—
without trying for further expansion.
"Japan went into the Greater
East Asia War against the West
under the battlecry of Asia's libGORHA.M - TOWLE - WALLACE
eration from European coloni- HEIRLOOM - INTERNATIONAL
LUNT
alism, and the establishment of
STERLING SILVER
GEACS." Mr. Jo stated. "This ap•
•
peal was a sound one in Asia, but
•
•
despite her utilization of the risBULOVA - HAMILTON - ELGIN
ing tide of nationalism and antiWesternism. Japan almost imiLONGtNES - WITTNAUER - WYLER
tated the traditional colonialism
WATCHES
in her implementation of the political, military, and economic aspects of GEACS."
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DO YOUR BUDGET A FAVOR
ATTEND THE BIG

GRAND OPENING
OF

BELKISETTLE
(Formerly Morgan-Verhine)

Union City

Tennessee

Thursday -- Friday - Saturday
DECEMBER 3- 4 - 5
• Store Fall of Brand New Top Guilty
Merchandise for Every Member of the Family!
• SPECIAL DOOR PRIZES All 3 Days!
You Are Invited To Attend This Big Grand Opening and SAVE- - JUST IN TIME FOR YOUR
HOLIDAY PURCHASING!

SEE YOU THURS.- FRI. - SAT.
DON'T FORGET TO REGISTER !

TIMBER WANTED
white oak standing
timber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. Contact us for prices and specifications. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2705 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 71812 Mayfield, Ky.

OAK
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—We buy

Dr. Loden Joins
Public Health Service
Dr. James Loden, who has been
at the Fulton Hospital
does Oct. 15, left on Nov. 15, to
accept a position with the Public
Health Service.
. Dr. Loden will probably be
stationed in Nashville.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

CASE CONTINUED

The State ABS Board has continued the appeal of L. C. Adams
until December 15th, the News
learned Wednesday. Mr. Adams Phone TU 59404
seeks approval of a retail liquor
(Complete
and beer license in Highlands.

Union City

stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
Mail orders—Special orders

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR THE 131.1b1 weal 'in Onto,
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
H•r v e y
Caldwell
Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.

SHERIFF'S SALE
By virtue of an order directed
to me which issued from the Fulton Circuit court in favor of Veneta Worley, Plaintiff. vs. John
Worley, Defendant, I. M. I. Garrison, Sheriff of Fulton County,

Parcel No. 3 — 1
is What is
or sue of my Nestles, will 02 at Ms east side of Mee Aram,
Mmahlf, December 14, INS. at rims themes Mei I. the eseith- kaewa as the Na-' 1144 of
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1Lets No. 5, t, 7, sad I in Bleak thence wed 155 feet to the ho- Addition to the Odra of Fulda, trade—repair and move.
ILostneky and it is hese doearner.
our prices. We service all makes
I in 0.1. itioe's Addition to the •
sorbed as part of Let No. 1 In
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
City of Welton, Kentucky, and
Parcel No. 2 — A certain town
Addition to the
being the same property eenver- lot in what is known as Riceville. Meek F
ed to the said Peal M. Hera- a subdivision of, but not a part Iowa of Fattest, ILeatiatky. Tbie
Bring your repair jobs to
beak by T. L. Murray Mal, by of, the town of Fatten. nada lot fronts west SO feet on Moo
WEBB'S
Avenue and runs back U feet
Deed dated September 7. 1929, County, Bentseky. But Leis No.
Blacksmith,
Welding
recorded In Deed Beek 55, Page I and Nis. 3 In Block it of C. Z. and 4 inches to the Reed-Bir378. And further being the ammo Riee's Addition to the town et iningham line.
and Machine Shop
Property conveyed to John IL Fulton, Kentucky. (See former
JAMES C. CROFT,
Said sale will be for cash or
Worley and his wife. Yentas Deed to D. F. Merryman and to
owner and operator.
credit
a
on
months
8
of
Inwith
Wesley by Deed dated October Mrs.
Wheatley, Deed Book 35 terest at 6 percent per annum,
THEM FIXED
GET
30, 1929, from Paul M. Hornbeak and 37). Said lots front on Rice
giving good and approved seat
RIGHT
and wife, Ann W. Hornbeak and
Avenue and on the east side of
recorded in Deed Book 55, Page said avenue and are the 3rd and curity therefor.
McDowell Street
103
487 .in the Clerk's office of Ful- 4th lots on the east side of said
M. E. Garrison, Sheriff
next to Pierce-Cequin
ton County Court, Kentucky.
Lumber Co
Klee Avenue front Earl Street.
Fulton, County
Parcel No. 1 — Beginning at Said lots are IN feet wide and
Rodney A. Miller
Phone 345
the southwest corner of this let 150 feet long.
Attorney for Plaintiff

CARD OF THANES
The family of Walter Wade
wishes to express our appreciation
for your kindness and sympathy
during the loss of our loved one.

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

—The family.

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop. 204 Main.

Muck Ryan
Chailes Stafford

FRONT bedroom for lady; share
kitchen. Mrs. Jesse Walker, 703
Eddings; phone 495.

FOR ALL types of chair caning,
see Claude Beard, 114 Miles It's smart to save money — —
Avenue in Union City. Phone Bring your washing to the
TU 52480.

Shop At Graham's-- Four Floors of Fine Furniture

Fallon Launderette
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•24 washers
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
•6 Dryers
Capacity 30 pounds each
Located on Carr in old King
Motor Co. building:
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p. m.

IPOR RENT: Sleeping rooms, newly decorated. Singles $5. per
week. See Mrs. Leland Jewell,
315 Carr Street; phone 177.

NOW is the time to get your
When it's
Typewriter and Adding MacEstate in Fulton
Real
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
— see —
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldevall Com- CHARLES W.BURROW
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- 309 Walnut
Phone 131
fitters, Phone 674.

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
Hospital beds
—The very best selection of real
.,mer Baby beds
estate for sale at all times I
use
Roll-away beds
BICYCLES, wagons, tricycles,
Vacuum Cleaners
kiddie cars, little tractors, scooters, in fact ALL kinds of wheel
Floor polishers
toys for Christmas can be found
at Scates Goodrich Store, Ill
WADE TURN. CO.
Lake Street. Fulton. Telephone
Fulton, Ky. 389.
Phone 103
I

AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the oportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Torn
H-les, Fulton; phone 124.

Practical Ideal! A New Bedroom
Un Graham's four floors of furniture you will

Occasional Tables

find a hugs selection of every popular typo of

FOR EVERY NEEDI

come Christmas gift. Nothing keeps on being so

We have tables of every de-

approdatod for years to come. First, visit our

scription to fit any pocketbook.

store and let us show you around!

bedroom suits, and nothing makes a more welSom•where in Graham's snormans stodcs of
living room rats you will find Just what you
are looking for in a Living Room Suits, be it
modern period style or Just stylod for casual
comfort. Surprise your family -this Christmas
with a wonderful new living room! Visit
Graham's now.

Lamp tables, end tables, radio
tables, coffee tables and Just
plain tables. Tables that would
be an asset to any home.

BEST
and

FARM LOANS

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Long Terms-Easy Payments

FARM INSURANCE

buy it at

Row Are Your Chairs
At Rome, Now?

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Fulton
Church Street

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 • Main St.

All Christmas furniture gifts
are not expensive to be appreciated: ene of a pair of ear
beautiful lamps may be Not

Phone 5

the thing she wants! all pekes,
any styles; hundreds in steak.

NEW PICTURE TUBES
No money down
Monthly terms

IS SHE A
BRIDGE PLAYER??

Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.

& W Appliances

She will love a set of durable
SAMSON chairs and card table.
Practical. long-lasting, hard
wearing. SAMSON products are
useful for hundreds of different occasions, too. Available in
ciders.

(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

Phone 126
215 Main
Fulton, Ky.

FLOWERS

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-3

Fulton

Lonnie chairs for the living
roan, platform rankers for the
den or that "reading" owner, dipper chairs for the bedroom - - - Graham has HUNDREDS et abates
that are heads:me. Inviting and
oessfortsbie, and when do you lbw
them but at Cluistatast Make Yds
disedess now for Cluislaseo-eve
delivers.

GILLUM
I TRANSFER CO.
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 180

Lane Cedar Chests
Most beautiful chests on the
market. Traditional styling as
above, as well as new modern
and period styling that will
make her "LANE" also a lovely piece of furniture. Come,
see!

GIVE HER A DESK!
We have desks and secretaries
of every price and description.
They're ornamental as well as
useful, and a good one
once-allfetime eft.

is a

Come in

and look around!

• ••• Ask About Our Easy Payment Plan • • • •

303 Walnut Street

Phone 185

Fulton, Kentucky
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